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RESEARCH REPORT 

Research Topic, Question and Relevance 
I spent three months in the Republic of Moldova in spring 2009 conducting research on the relationship 
between identity formation and political process in and between Moldova and its separatist region of 
Transnistria.1 The project examined competing political-economic forces and identity formations dividing 
and uniting a newly independent, post-Soviet country torn apart by separatism. 

The topic was timely in that it set out to cover Moldova’s April 2009 parliamentary election, and its 
impact on the Moldovan-Transnistrian conflict settlement process. For I discovered during my PhD 
fieldwork the high degree to which Moldova’s last parliamentary election (March 2005) fanned the 
flames of separatism inside of break-away Transnistria. Renewed attention to Transnistria was considered 
important in view of revived conflict resolution efforts in the wake of the August 2008 Georgia crisis, and 
amid new Trans-Atlantic calls for democratization and confidence-building measures in and between 
Moldova and break-away Transnistria.2 Unknown at the start of my field research, both regions became 
swept up in “political crisis” in late spring (April to June 2009). The upshot was once revived conflict-
settlement negotiations came to a near standstill. Nevertheless, the internal political standoffs in each 
region provided rich and ample material on politics, identity and conflict, as both were essentially 
contests over future leadership and nation-state orientation.  

The Moldovan “political crisis,” as I understand it, entailed a series of events following Moldova’s April 
5 parliamentary election. The election brought just four parties to power, due to a high, somewhat 
controversial six-percent threshold: the Party of Communists of the Republic of Moldova (hereafter 
“PCRM” for short) (50.13%), the overwhelming winner, and two relatively new parties, the Liberal Party 
(12.63%) and the Liberal-Democratic Party (12.07%), along with veteran center-right party, Our Moldova 
Alliance (9.9%).3 The PCRM won enough votes on April 5 to form government and elect a Speaker, but 
was one vote short of selecting the country’s President – chosen by parliament. The three liberal parties 
quickly became a post-election united “opposition,” coalescing around a joint “anti-communist” 
platform,4 which included refusing to vote for a “Communist” President, which would bring about 
parliament’s dissolution and new elections. Their position was backed by allegations of fraudulent 
election results.5 Such claims roused mass street protests in the capital on the evening of April 6. Real 
political crisis started when peaceful protests turned into violent riots against the ruling Communist 

                                                           

1 See Stefan Troebst. ‘We are Transnistrians!’: Post-Soviet Identity Management in the Dniester Valley // Ab Imperio. 2003. Vol. 1. Pp. 437-466 for an explanation on 
the problematics of translating from Russian to English the word Pridnestrov’e. Throughout this report, I translate Pridnestrov’e as ‘Transnistria’, recognizing its 
limitations, but choosing the word for ease of read and not for any political reason.  
2 Note: Most international activity on conflict settlement waned by winter-spring 2009, as Moldova entered into the electoral campaign period and subsequent political 
crisis. All European Union (EU) and American-lead MCC programs on “confidence building measures” came to a near halt, particularly when Tiraspol designated 
persona non grata in Transnistria the US Ambassador, the EU Special Representative, and the Czech Ambassador (representative of then-Czech-led EU Presidency) 
in March 2009. For all of these reasons, there was no opportunity to observe confidence-building programs during the time-frame of my research grant.        
3 Voter turnout was 89.74%. 
4 The three liberal parties were coordinating around an anti-communist message since summer 2008 (see Chamberlain 2008 AAASS conference paper). 
5 It was rumored that the PCRM, in the words of one nonpartisan analyst, “won the plurality, but stole the majority.” 
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government on April 7, which included the burning and looting of parliament and presidency. Crisis 
worsened with the arrest, imprisonment, and violent abuse of protesters at the hands of the PCRM 
government. Political standoff culminated in the opposition’s (two-time) boycott of the PCRM-controlled 
parliament’s presidential vote, which led to the dissolving of parliament, and the recalling of new, snap 
elections for July 29, 2009. 
 
The Transnistrian “political crisis” unfolded soon after right-bank Moldova’s April 5 elections. It is 
considered a conflict over the division of powers between the legislative and executive branches of 
government in the separatist region. Tensions between the Parliament and Presidency flared up when the 
Supreme Soviet’s majority faction, Obnovlenie (Renewal Party), proposed a bill to harmonize part of 
Transnistria’s constitution with that of the Russian Federation. The bill quickly passed in its first reading; 
it proposed, among a number of things, to reduce significantly the powers of the Presidency, including 
eliminating the position of Vice-President. (Current Vice-President Koroliov is considered an ally and 
favored successor of the long-time separatist Transnistrian President, Igor Smirnov, of the Respublica 
party faction). However, the President turned the Supreme Soviet’s proposal on its head by “suggesting a 
referendum on a much broader set of amendments which would harmonize Transnistria’s constitution 
with Russia’s in ways detrimental to the influence of the Supreme Soviet” (Allin n.d.). Obnovlenie 
became gun-shy and withdrew its bill from parliament before the bill’s second reading. 6 Obnovlenie’s 
party chairman and Supreme Soviet Speaker, Evgeny Shevchuk – popularly thought to be Transnistria’s 
future President – even went so far as to resign his leadership post in July. Still, the battle between the 
two branches of government appears to be raging on into summer 2009, and may result in an autumn 
referendum on constitutional changes, and possibly early parliamentary elections.   
    
Both political rows, in a way, speak to policy-relevant debates about the interplay between citizen and 
elite interests, as well as raise questions about whether small, newly independent post-Soviet countries 
like Moldova can escape Russia’s strong sphere of influence. Post-electoral protests in Chișinău called for 
integration into a “[West] European life and values,”7 raising questions about the validity of Russia’s self-
declared “vital interests” in its near abroad, which assume Moldova is in Russia’s geopolitical domain, 
and not the European Union’s (hereafter EU). What will be the endgame of EU-Russia antagonism over 
the EU’s new Eastern Partnership (EP) program, when citizens of ex-Soviet states like Moldova 
increasingly welcome EU activity and champion European Union integration?8 How to reintegrate a 
country that is internally and regionally divided in its orientation towards Russia/CIS and the EU? Giving 
attention to these policy-relevant questions, I believe, can also contribute to theoretical advances in 
studying the way in which politics is a ground-up social process implicated importantly in the formation 
and reformation of ethno-national identities. 

My spring 2009 study was a continuation of ethnographic field research conducted between 2004 and 
2006 for the PhD dissertation, Manufacturing Separatism: Transnational Economy, Identity and 
Modernity on Moldova’s Frozen War Front. The dissertation was concerned with the creation of 
identities and their transformation during industrial and social change. Spring 2009 provided more data on 
the subject and an opportunity to test my doctoral findings in relation to political aspects of social-group 
cohesion/division and secessionist frozen conflict. Investigating and integrating these political and 
                                                           

6 Some local analysts and senior officials in the Moldovan government, including those whom I interviewed, consider the two political crises to be linked, believing 
Moscow wanted a change in government in both Chișinău and Tiraspol, perhaps to jump-start Transnistrian-Moldovan conflict negotiations, although I doubt this 
motive. The speculation was that Tiraspol’s leadership could not change before Chișinău’s leadership. 
7 More than one-third of Moldovans see the country’s EU aspirations best represented in the opposition. This is as opposed to the PCRM’s promises of moving 
towards EU integration. More statistics are needed for substantiation, however. 
8 EU integration is not in spite of, but in conjunction with maintaining important CIS cooperation (mainly at the economic level). Moldovan Deputy Minister of 
Reintegration, Dr. Ion Stavilă, explained to me how he envisions Moldova balancing both the EU and CIS (in so many words): “Moldova prefers integration with the 
EU and cooperation with the CIS. Moldova cannot go in both directions [in terms of integration]. [...] We do not want the opposite. We do not want integration into 
CIS and only cooperation with the EU.” It is clear that EU integration is a priority to many Moldovan goverment officials. 
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conflict elements into my PhD study will strengthen and prepare the project for a book manuscript, which 
I will work on next year in 2010 as a Title VIII Research Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson Center in 
Washington, D.C. (January-September 2010).   

My spring 2009 project used an ethnographic and multi-sited, comparative approach, concerned with 
history, to explore the following research questions: How will democratic processes and political 
transformations articulate with and affect the diverging Moldovan-Transnistrian identity formations 
discovered during my PhD fieldwork? What are the implications for cross-regional social reintegration? 
This compliments my PhD study, which shows that diverging economic transformations reinforce 
separatism on a once inter-connected borderland. Will different political processes – many of which play 
out through business interests and enterprises – do the same, this project asks? How might regional 
separatism and diverging collective identities in Transnistria and Moldova be cemented and uncemented 
through a growing vernacularization of democracy and conflict settlement programs? Will burgeoning 
democratization – just beginning in Transnistria and yet solidifying in right-bank Moldova – bring both 
warring sides together, or draw them apart? 

Methodology and Research Sites 
Being anthropological in nature, the project addressed the above research questions by way of 
ethnographic case study of a specific fieldwork location. My fieldwork sites were the twin cities of 
Rezina, Moldova (population 15,000) and Rybnitsa/Râbniţa, Transnistria (population 32,000)9 – both 
from my initial 2005-06 PhD study. The cities are located along the northern, industrialized border-zone, 
and, I believe, are representative of other Moldovan municipalities with a strong industrial heritage and 
high ethnic diversity. The towns of Rezina and Rybnitsa shared common Soviet industry until the 1991-
92 armed breakaway of Transnistria from the Republic of Moldova. Now diverging industrial regimes 
and ideas of modernity separate a formerly common socio-economic space. 
 

 
The city of Rybnista. A view of Rybnitsa and its separatist “border” (or check-point) crossing into Transnistria from across the Nistru River from Rezina. So closely 
linked were the cities of Rezina and Rybnitsa in the Soviet era, that there were rumors of them uniting into one city, “Dnestrov.” Rybnitsa’s famed steel and cement 
plants are to the left. In the foreground is the sprawling, modern housing complex for Rybnitsa’s “aristocracy of labor” steel workers. The relatively new bridge was 
once nicknamed “the bridge of tolerance.” Photograph by author. 

 
My main research methods were participant-observation and formal and informal interviews with 
political-party leaders, activists, and members in Moldova and Transnistria. I also lived among ordinary, 
non-party affiliated citizens from a range of ethnic, class, and generational backgrounds in towns and 
villages in the Rezina and Rybnitsa counties (or raions). I spent considerable time speaking with white 
and blue-collar workers in major heavy-industrial factories. My study incorporated ethnography and 
interviews at both the local level (cities of Rezina and Rybnitsa) and the national level (capital Chișinău) 
to compare and substantiate findings. 
                                                           

9 The urban sprawl of Rezina and Rybnitsa make them appear as one and the same city. Only the Nistru River and the Transnistrian check-point “border” separate the 
two visually linked cities.  
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Ethnography of the Moldovan election campaign and election-day political-party activity (March 27-
April 6) was conducted with a range of political parties in the city of Rezina and surrounding villages (see 
photos below). It is important to note that my ethnographic methods involved only observation, and never 
active participation in electoral campaign and political-party doings. This was in order to preserve my 
researcher impartiality, important for studying multiple, competing political parties, as well as to protect 
against allegations of so-called outside meddling. In order to learn about different political perspectives, I 
attempted to study a variety of parties, most of which I gained access to via trusted networks from the 
Rezina Cement Plant or from Chișinău personal contacts. The following political parties gave me research 
permission to observe their activities: (in alphabetic order) Democratic Party (PDM), Liberal Party (PL), 
Social-Democratic Party (PSD),10 with limited ethnography and interviews with Our Moldova Alliance 
Party (AMN) and the Liberal-Democratic Party (PLDM).11 I was also given permission to study the 
Christian-Democratic People’s Party (PPCD), in informal ruling coalition with the Communist Party, but 
unfortunately ran out of time. Post-election informal interviews and semi-structured meetings were held 
in Rezina in May and June with leaders and rank-and-file members from all five of these parties, 
including with the ruling Communist Party (PCRM).  

       
Left:  Political party office. The busy election night in anonymous political party office in Rezina around midnight. It is one of several offices observed on April 5. 
Interestingly, leaders of two different parties, from opposing sides of the political spectrum, are together in one party office, each tabulating their parties’ incoming 
results, including data from their own partisan election monitors. Man on mobile phone is corresponding with party headquarters in the capital, including frequently 
with main party leader, demonstrating his party’s strong national-local party ties. Right: Rezina youth on the campaign trail in a village outside of Rezina. Photographs 
by author. 
 

Formal, semi-structured interviews about Moldovan politics, economy, and identity were conducted in 
Chișinău with AMN President Serafim Urechean and PL Vice-President Corina Fusu12 before the April 5 
elections. Two months after the elections and protests, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
PLDM deputy Iurie Leanca (well-known as former Moldovan Deputy Foreign Minister in 1998-99 and 
ex-Vice-President of the notorious Moldovan oil company “ASCOM”),13 PL Vice-President and deputy 

                                                           

10 All Rezina PSD members abandoned their party after the elections, owing to an unremorseful campaign gaff about renting Transnistria to Russia made by PSD 
President Braghis. Last I heard Rezina PSD leaders were to join PL. 
11 In reality, leaders and activists of four of the five parties informally collaborated and regularly spent time together in each other’s office – based on collegial bonds 
developed from serving together (in opposition) in the Rezina City Council. What is more, the majority of opposition party activists either work/once worked at, or 
have relatives currently employed at the town’s major cement plant – the focus of my PhD dissertation – substantiating the importance of political-economic 
networks. While doing fieldwork in Rezina, I also conducted oral histories about Moldova’s April 2009 political crisis, the 1980s Popular Front movement, and the 
1991-92 Transnistrian war (in the context of Rezina-Rybnitsa) with the following persons: I. Perciun, A. Cuzuioc, Valeriu Rusu, Svetlana Rusu and Nicolae Protca. 
Information from oral histories was supplemented by limited access to Popular Front archives housed in the PPCD political party headquarters. Case in point, 
something interesting that I learned from the archive visit and oral histories is that in 1991-92 the Chisinau authorities wanted war between Rezina and Rybnitsa (my 
fieldsite); however, because of close, “brotherly” relations between the two cities, local authorities managed to prevent any outbreak of conflict and casualties here. 
However, this does not answer how relations have become more strained now? 
12 Corina Fusu is also formerly a Chișinău City Counselor and the head of the PL Women’s Organization.  
13 ASCOM’s leadership is associated with allegedly financing the April 7 riots, according to rumors. ASCOM is notably a rival economic conglomerate to the 
financial holdings of (PCRM) President Vladimir Voronin and his son, Oleg Voronin (famed as the wealthiest man in Moldova.) For more about the Industrial and 
Financial Group ASCOM S.A. from the Republic of Moldova, see its website:  http://www.ascom.md/. 
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Corina Fusu, as well as with PCRM deputy and Comsomolist (PCRM youth) leader Ina Shupak on the 
political crisis. I interviewed PDM President Dumitru Diacov (June 19) just after his flagging party 
announced a comeback by unexpectedly adding popular ex-PCRM Parliamentary Speaker Marian Lupu at 
the top of its party list for the July 29 snap election. (This is after Lupu shockingly defected from the 
PCRM and joined PDM as its leader.) A mix of formal/informal interviews on Transnistria was 
conducted with Deputy Minister of Reintegration Ion Stavilă, EU Special Representative for the Republic 
of Moldova, Kalman Mizsei, and Senior Advisor to EU Secretary General Javier Solana, Pirkka Tapiola, 
as well as with a number of other foreign diplomats, Moldovan officials, and local NGO leaders in the 
capital. 
 
On Transnistrian politics, I conducted semi-structured interviews with leaders and members of the 
dominant Transnistrian Obnovlenie (Renewal) Party in the Rybnitsa raion, including observation of one 
political party meeting at the height of Obnovlenie’s crisis with “President” Smirnov. I also lived among 
rank-and-file party members in an ethnic Ukrainian/mixed-ethnic village near Rybnitsa (see photo below) 
for intervals of time totaling almost one month. I had one informal meeting with Obnovlenie’s President 
and (then) Supreme Soviet Speaker, Evgeny Shevchuk, in his constituency and my fieldsite, Rybnitsa. 
Supplementing my study were informal conversations with Proryv (political party-cum-youth 
organization) leader, Alena Arshinova, and a formal, structured interview with Transnistrian Communist 
Party President, Oleg Horzhan, in Tiraspol.14 
 

 
Transnistrian Communist Party headquarters in Tiraspol.   New Proryv youth organization/political party branch office in Rybnitsa. 
 

 
Fieldwork in break-away Transnistrian in Ukrainian/mix-ethnic village (population 3,600) outside of Rybnitsa along Nistru River. Photographs by author. 

                                                           

14 This last interview was conducted with Lyndon K. Allin, a long-time friend and colleague, and 2008-09 IREX Title VIII “Embassy Policy Specialist” covering 
Transnistrian and Moldovan politics.  
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Summary of Research Findings & Preliminary Conclusions 
My pre-fieldwork hypothesis was that the election period, and predicted coalition-building in its 
aftermath, would re-legitimize divergent identities and values between left and right-bank Moldova, 
serving to reinforce a negotiated, sustained separatism. While my hypothesis proved correct, I could not 
have forecasted the social factor/s (e.g. protests, fears) which contributed to the ever-increasing division, 
nor calculate that Moldovan-Transnistrian regional polarization would arise from Moldova’s own internal 
social fragmentation.    
 
Background. Mass protests began in Moldova’s capital, Chișinău, the afternoon following the 
announcement of the results of the April 5, 2009 parliamentary election. Demonstrators claimed the 
results fraudulent that gave the eight-year ruling Party of Communists of the Republic of Moldova 
(PCRM) a majority of parliamentary seats, including a near-right to elect the country’s next President.15 
Most protesters of all ages16 supported one of a half-dozen of opposition parties. I found it did not matter 
which opposition party one voted for – whether one of the three opposition parties that managed to cross 
the 6 percent threshold to make it into parliament (liberal parties PL, PLDM and AMN) – or an 
unsuccessful opposition party (generally MAE or the social-democratic parties of PDM and PSD). All 
that mattered was protesters voted for parties that had a pro-EU and Romanian-sensitive perspective (to 
varying degrees). Protesters demanded everything from a recount and a new election to the outright 
resignation of the Communist-led government. “Down with the Communists!” was the repeated chant, 
along with recurring calls for “freedom” and “Europe.” Controversial demands for Moldova’s union with 
Romania were also occasionally overheard, as was a “Greater Romania” flag – reading “My country 
Romania!” (România Patria Mea!) – hoisted provocatively17 atop the republican seal of the Moldovan 
Presidency (see photo below-right). 
  

 
Left and right: Protestors’ burning and seizing of the Moldovan Presidential building. Note: I observed the progression of these events from my apartment window, 
which, being centrally located, overlooks the Presidency. Photographs by the author. 

 

                                                           

15 Moldova is a parliamentary republic. Parliament, and not the general public, elects the President. What was so contentious to the opposition and its supporters was 
that the ruling PCRM was just one seat short (60 of 61 votes) of electing Moldova’s next President. 
16 This is in spite of Western media reporting which depicted the majority of protesters as young university students. My own photos and conversations with persons at 
the April 7 protests and riots suggest a more complex social composition. For an example of Euro-American media coverage, see Barry, Ellen, The NYT, April 7, 
2009, accessed online (June 26, 2009) at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/08/world/europe/08moldova.html.   
17 Such images are considered provocative and divisive in that they are believed to undermine Moldova’s sovereignty as an independent country separate from 
Romania. During the interwar years, the Bessarabian region of Moldova was a part of Romania (also called “Greater Romania” due to Romania’s large post-World 
War I acquisition of territory.)    
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 Parliament set on fire. Note the anti-communist symbolism and phrases like “SP – Street Politics.” 

 

 
 Left: Parliament burning. Right: Angry student protesters. Photographs by the author 

 
What began as peaceful protests, within less than twenty-four hours gave way to a 15,000-person strong 
violent riot.18 April 7 saw the vandalization, burning, and looting of Moldova’s presidential and 
parliamentary buildings (see photos above). However, it is important to point out that many protesters – 
including the groups of university students I spoke with and followed around as an ethnographic observer 
– were not participating in violent acts, even if they were chanting and cheering on “anti-communist” 
slogans (like harsh swearwords in the above-right photo). Belligerent acts like brick-throwing at police 
and breaking into parliament appeared to be perpetrated by a minority of aggressive, middle-aged and 
slightly younger male agitators at the forefront of the crowds. They clearly were not students, based on 
their dress and demeanor – unmistakably different from university students with rucksacks and more 
“fashionable” attire (as in the above-right photo.) Whoever were the organizers behind the protests – 
which is not a concern of my research – participants imagined: “we have no leader […] It is the people,” 
as one young woman breathlessly explained to me. In the heat of the moment, strikers wanted to believe 
                                                           

18 Mass media allege that protesters organized themselves through the online social network service, Twitter. However, most participants I spoke with heard about the 
protests through SMS/mobile text messaging from friends and family. 
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the riots were spontaneous and ground-up, although most persons, including myself, doubt they were. 
Still, many persons shocked by the violence moved away from the riots, shifting down the capital’s main 
boulevard to a large peaceful protest led by the liberal opposition and supporters in front of the 
Government Building in the Great Assembly Square (see photo below). No violence took place here. 
However, Romanian-oriented discourse and images were ubiquitous. (For example, see the face-painting 
and ribbon bands on young, peaceful demonstrators in photo below).  

  
 Peaceful protests in Chișinău’s Great Assembly Square. Photographs by the author 
 

 
 Left: Protest speakers in Great Assembly Square. (Note older generation and symbolism.) Right: Police guarding Government Building in Great Assembly Square. 

I. 
Anxiety, social division, and identity formation. While police showed considerable restraint with regard to 
rioting citizens, April 7 was followed by almost two weeks of random arrests, police beatings in 
detention, and general fear of “the state.” The prospect of one’s arbitrary arrest and incarceration clouded 
the nation’s capital in anxiety.19 The condition of fear and insecurity, as observed among my 

                                                           

19 In the future, I would like to contribute theoretical discussion to “an anthropology of fear,” in writing an article or a sub-chapter on the topic of “Arresting Anxiety” 
(or “The Arrest of Anxiety”), incorporating my own personal experiences and those of my informants’ in handling the post-April 7 period. Like my informants, I, too, 
as a foreigner, was warned of likely police questioning, and even possible detention/arrest and deportation. Of course, a major difference between me and my 
informants, which they hotly pointed out, is that I have the option to leave Moldova for Euro-America, whereas they cannot due to visa/travel/material restrictions.          
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informants,20 played, I believe, as strong of a role as the elections and violent protests in “radicalizing” 
many urban, educated young Moldovans towards a new and strong “pro-Romanian” outlook.21 Similarly 
radicalized were the intelligentsia and a smaller group of middle-aged and older Moldovans (40-70 years 
old – see photo above-left), already overwhelmingly “pro-Romanian,” having acted at the helm of the 
Popular Front nationalist movement in the 1980s, fighting to join Romania. (However, the crusade lost 
resonance among most Moldovans several years into independence from the Soviet Union.)22 These older 
ethnic Moldovans usually possess liberal-opposition party membership, unlike youth who are by and 
large non-party-affiliated. In reaction to alarming “romanianization” after the protests, I argue, localist 
Moldovan and pro-Russia outlooks, ostensibly interlinked, also congealed at the time among segments of 
society. I observed this defensive or protective backlash among three categories of persons (in order of 
potency): (1) ethnic Slavs of all ages and backgrounds,23 (2) preferred Russian speakers of Moldovan 
ethnicity, typically middle-aged+, multi-lingual, urban, educated ex-apparatchiks, usually possessing 
PCRM party membership, and (3) rural, older, modestly educated, mono-lingual Moldovans.  
 
In sum, over a short three-day period, from election time to protests, people became visibly split 
ideologically between those who voted for the opposition and those for the PCRM. Everyone took a side; 
few were indifferent to the political crisis.24 As the rival parties represent different historical “ethno-
national” and linguistic self-identifications (see Boțan n.d. and Chamberlain 2008 AAASS conference 
paper), the political split accompanied wider social rifts of identity and worldview, arguably rearranging 
societal relations, to be discussed more later. This reinforces my understanding that contestation (or 
“politics”) makes identity, and bound up in contestation/politics are powerful emotions of pride, fear, and 
loss, worthy of scholarly attention.25 Politics is both rational and emotive. 

          
Clash of fears. The April 5 elections themselves did not radicalize and reconfigure social relations, even if 
political and identity divides were reflected, to a degree, in the voting results.26 For people neither widely 
spoke nor knew of each other’s voting preferences before April 6-7. It was protests which gave visual and 
discursive expression to which “side” one voted for, as the protests constructed a (dangerous) bi-polar, 
facile distinction between the “Communists” and (liberal-party) “Opposition,” obscuring other popular 
opposition party preferences (like social-democratic or Russian-leaning).27 Further, I believe that it was 
fear – or a “clash of fears” – driving the protests that arguably generated societal divisions:  
 

(1) Fear of loss of European perspective. It was (opposition-related) drummed up fear that the results 
– four more years of Communist-dominated rule – represent loss, denial, or deceleration towards 
things “European,” and concomitantly, a split from things “Romanian.”28 Opposition conviction 
and pride in Moldova’s Euro-Romanian heritage, and fear of loss of it under the PCRM, I believe, 

                                                           

20 Many were “in the center” on April 6 and 7, but claim not to have taken part in any violent acts or looting. 
21 In other words, the PCRM-lead government’s very attempt to protect the sovereignty of the Moldovan state worked to undermine it, that is, at the subjective level of 
citizens’ lifeworld outlooks. This conclusion of mine is slightly different from other Moldovan and Euro-American analyses, which lay blame simply on the protests 
for radicalizing youth, or see the elections as a reflection of ever-“radicalizing” pro-Romanianism among the Moldovan electorate.  
22 Many informants in this category preserved family memories of maltreatment at the hands of the Soviets. Rarely were they (or their parents or grandparents) Soviet-
era apparatchiks. Instead, they possess family memories of Stalinist deportation or experienced ethnic-based glass-ceilings while attempting to advance within the 
Soviet system. 
23 “Ethnic Slavs” is a category that includes Russians, Ukrainians, Bulgarians, and etcetera. Many are urban-dwelling and middle-aged or older.   
24 This is unlike the political crisis in Transnistria, which only the elite, not average people, took sides on. Most average persons dismissed the crisis as irrelevant or 
“only about corruption” (in the words of one informant), even if few understood it fully. 
25 For the time being, my definition of politics: “[…] refers to a diverse range of social practices through which people negotiate power relations” (Gregory 1998: 13).          
26 In other words, the protests and their aftermath played a more radicalizing role than the elections themselves. I noticed how the week after April 7 pro-opposition 
young persons starting chiding colleagues who voted PCRM: “You communist! […] You voted for the communists,” even as they drank beer and socialized together. 
However, some ethnographic evidence suggests that this seemingly benign ridicule may have had the effect of pulling apart some social relations/networks over the 
course of 1-2 months of Moldova’s political crisis.   
27 I believe about one-third of my informants voted for social-democratic or pro-Russian (usually left-leaning) opposition parties. 
28 This might be called a “politics of romanianization” ? However, “romanianization” is not divisive in and of itself, only when it becomes linked to competing power 
claims. 
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is what brought initial protesters onto the streets. (Note: More than one-third of the masses during 
the April 7 demonstrations were simple spectators, eating ice cream and watching rioting.)  
 
The majority of protesters came from the capital. This is significant in that the capital represents a 
more Euro-Romanian outlook than that of the rest of mostly rural-provincial Moldova. This may 
be because more youth – inclined towards a pro-Romanian outlook – are in the capital. (This 
naturally is owing to the hub’s high concentration of quality universities and secondary schools.) 
Provincial Moldova tends to be dominated by the elderly, many of which vote for the PCRM. 
Many middle-aged persons are working abroad, while children are increasingly few, as national 
statistics reveal ever-declining birthrates.  
 
Even if “fear of loss” was in part top-down instigated, ordinary people’s experiences with the 
affects of the PCRM’s unstable, unpredictable “yo-yo” foreign policy between the EU and 
Russia/CIS (e.g. via personal visa and travel difficulties)29 were real enough to make a number of 
persons believe in opposition-related claims, questioning the sincerity of the PCRM’s EU 
promises. Apprehension that Moldova’s EU path may be compromised by the PCRM, led a 
staunchly pro-EU faction of society (youthful-to-middle-aged and capital/urban-based) to contest 
election results which would have given the PCRM another four years at the country’s helm. This 
fear was further amplified and imagined as real during almost two weeks of frică de stat (“state 
fear”) at the hands of the PCRM-ruling government. Informants demanded “freedom,” 
“democracy,” and “European values” against what felt like oppression. Informants rebelled 
against this oppression, fear, and self-censorship by more radically latching on to things 
Romanian. Joining Romania, or escaping to work/study in the EU, became envisioned strategies 
to seize libertate (freedom) and o viata bună (a good life), thought to be absent in Moldova, but 
present westwards of the Prut River. (The Prut River is Moldova’s western border with Romania.)   

    
(2) Fear of loss of sovereignty and unique culture. For PCRM supporters, the far greater fear during 

this period was not loss of European/EU perspective, but loss of sovereignty and distinctive 
culture – to Romania and romanizare (“romanianization”) particularly, and “foreign others” more 
generally. Members are very proud and positive about their country and unique cultural identity, 
and resolutely defensive of it.30 They do not want to have to speak literary Romanian to be 
“cultured” and proud of their language and ethno-national character.  
 
This outlook is explicitly counter to opinions of some liberal-opposition leaders who consider 
Moldovan-dialect-speaking “not cultured.” As one opposition leader intimated to me in so many 
words: “How to be proud of a President who speaks neither proper Romanian nor Russian […] 
This is not our future as a country. […] We want to be a cultured people. […] We speak 
Romanian, not Moldovan.” This opposition politician sees “culturedness” as bound up with all 
things European and Romanian. However, Moldova’s reality at present is that the majority of its 
citizens – mostly rural ethnic Moldovans – do not speak “proper” (meaning literary) Romanian, 
and neither do they have a strong desire to. They find “romanianness” belittling and threatening. 
These sorts of persons are attracted to the Communist Party partly because it confers cultural 
and linguistic acceptance, empowerment, and pride. 
 
While PCRM members realize their party is not “communist” in a Marxist-Leninist sense, they 
firmly back a socialist-leaning idea of “the state” having a primary role in managing domestic 

                                                           

29 For example, as experienced via Romania visa complications and migrant-travel difficulties. 
30 PCRM praise for Moldova is opposed to constant criticism of the country on the part of opposition members. Rezina PCRM members glowed with hopeful, positive 
testimonies of their country. They do not like how the opposition only sees negative things about Moldova that must be changed.    
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socio-economic life. They believe socio-economic development best derives from the state – 
versus from the private or third sectors and international organizations. Members castigate 
Moldovans who run after foreign money and set-up foreign-financed non-profits and NGOs. (In 
the city of Rezina, indeed, most NGO organizers and European FDI-factory managers are well-
connected opposition activists.) Communist supporters deem the PCRM as the party best 
representing Moldova’s sovereignty and unique cultural heritage. 
 
I discovered such attitudes in a rare, exceptional meeting with thirty PCRM members, including 
10 youth “Comsomolists,” in the city of Rezina (June 3, 2009, Rezina House of Culture). 
Contrary to popular belief about the PCRM, this party branch has a minority of pensioners as 
members; most are middle-aged, educated, and male.31 This suggests, as I would like to propose, 
Moldovans vote for the PCRM for reasons more complicated than simply pensions and welfare – 
even if both are important. Voting preference is also about national (self)identity and collective 
interests, as I will discuss momentarily.32  
 
Meanwhile, it is noteworthy to point out that PCRM members, as the Rezina group explained to 
me in so many words, believe supra-national organizations (ambiguous position on the EU?) and 
influential Euro-American foreign direct investment (or FDI) are emblematic of outside, 
“imperialist-like” control, challenging to the Moldovan state’s independent decision-making and 
self-control. Opposition parties – especially the Liberal Party (PL), including the entire liberal-
party troika – are associated with representing these “dangerous” foreign forces detrimental to 
Moldova’s sovereignty.33 “Dorin Chirtoacă is a traitor!34 […] He is selling our land [to 
Romania],” one middle-aged, white-collar, female PCRM member angrily bawled.35 PCRM 
members feel like “victims” at the hands of wealthy, allegedly foreign-financed opposition 
parties.36 “We do not have the money […] and internet resources like the opposition. […] They 
have their own [private] TV channels [and we do not],” I am told by one Comsomolist. In this 
way, the PCRM’s imagined unequal access to media/material resources seems to justify the 
party’s exclusive use of state-run TV channels for its campaign purposes. A strong “victimhood 
mentality” and aggressive defensiveness runs through the core of the PCRM’s rank-and-file 
membership.        
 
Also bound up with the PCRM’s “mission” of preserving Moldovan independence are claims to 
Moldova’s unique cultural heritage, different from that of Romania, as made reference to above. 
In my Rezina PCRM meeting, all thirty members asserted in agreement: “We are Moldovans. We 
are not Romanians!” […] Romanian and Moldovan are different [languages].”37 This PCRM 
stance on language and ethno-national identity is backed up by its own official version of history 
(note: rejected by liberal opposition members) – as exemplified in Vasile Stati’s notorious history 
book Istoria Moldovei [The History of Moldova] (2002) – so important to the Communists that a 
copy of the book was given to me after my PCRM meeting. According to this history, Romania is 

                                                           

31 The majority of PCRM members are male perhaps because men are associated with Moldovan traditional values and their defense (e.g. defending Moldova’s 
sovereignty). I thank Lyndon K. Allin for this idea, which I would like to explore more.  
32 In sum, many people vote for the party because it best represents Moldova's sovereignty and Moldovan national identity (versus a foreign, “amoral” Romanian self-
identity, which I write about in Chapter 5 of my PhD dissertation.) 
33 Case in point, PCRM activist Vadim Misin made the following statement on June 29, 2009, insinuating that Moldova’s liberal-opposition is against the country’s 
sovereignty: “’There are about 25-30 per cent of supporters of the right-wing [meaning liberal parties PL, PLDM and AMN], of which 8-12% are right-wing radicals, 
who salute the methods which are [against] Moldovan statehood and from whom we hear that Chisinau needs no Parliament, no Presidency, because all those are in 
Bucharest”’ (cited in Info-Prim Neo, July 1, 2009). 
34 The Liberal Party’s charismatic Vice-President and popular mayor of Moldova’s capital, Chisinău. 
35 This is as she recounted a report of how the newly elected Chișinău Mayor Chirtoacă, during his first official visit to Romania, gave a lump of Moldovan soil to the 
Romanian President, emblematic of the two countries’ relationship. 
36 Note: The foreign financing of Moldovan political parties is unsubstantiated. 
37 “Moldovan is less nasal, like Romanian. It is more enunciated,” one retired school teacher explained to me.     
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an artificial creation; Moldova’s “statehood” is older and more profound than Romania’s, just as 
Moldovans’ ethno-racial heritage derives as much from Slavic roots as from ancient (romano-
)Dacian origins. This account of history is not highly different from that once taught by the 
Soviets and allegedly still taught in separatist Transnistria. All things considered, the PCRM 
appears to be a party that represents all who feel very “Moldovan” and speak the Moldovan 
dialect (versus Romanian dialect/language and identity, as is more common in the urban-
cosmopolitan capital).  This leads me to believe that many people vote for the PCRM because it 
represents their self-identity.  
 
Social class, rural/urban locale, and generational considerations are importantly implicated in 
constructions of self-identity in Moldova. So too are experiences of past/present incorporation 
into, and degrees of advancement within “major, dominant institutions” of the age.38  
 
(a) Rural, rank-and-file constituency. PCRM constituents who self-identify as “Moldovan” and 

“Moldovan speaking” (as opposed to Romanian) are often rural, working class, and middle-
aged or older. Many “came of age” – finished middle or high school, and married – before the 
end of the Soviet Union, so they missed out on opportunities to learn an educated, literary 
Romanian dialect now commonly taught in schools.39 These rural and working-class 
Moldovans feel threatened by “cultured,” “bourgeois” romanianness, partly because they 
cannot easily access it. Right now in Moldova this is the majority base of the country. So far 
the PCRM is able to attract this social group better than any other party. The PCRM makes 
this social group of Moldovans feel proud of themselves, even if they can never learn literary 
Romanian.40  

 
(b) Educated, “localist” leadership. PCRM official members (versus simple voters), on the other 

hand, self-identify as “Moldovan,” not because they cannot learn romanianness, as many are 
sufficiently educated, but because of other reasons: If young, one may self-identify as 
“Moldovan” and join the PCRM for (opportunistic) career-advancement reasons (including to 
access party networks of kith and kin.) Or young persons may sign-on to the PCRM and its 
“Moldovanism” for reasons of “anti-imperialistic” ideology (the PCRM’s young Che 
Guevara-fan types), or sometimes owing to limited interaction with, or fringe integration into 
foreign, “Western” (non-CIS) structures.41 If middle-aged or older, I find that PCRM 
members usually experienced a high degree of incorporation into, or positive advancement 
within, the Soviet system (relative to other co-ethnics). Most ethnic Moldovan PCRM 
members are fluent Russian speakers and enjoy Russian speaking (meaning, Russian is not 

                                                           

38 A “major, dominant institution” confers significant status in society. In the Soviet days, the heavy industrial factory was one such important, dominant institution; 
today in the post-socialist era it can be, for example, a European FDI-operated enterprise. 
39 This is owing to Moldova’s 1980s nationalist-linguistic “revival” movement, viewed with skepticism by the PCRM. 
40 Pride in one’s self-identity is empowering. So far only the PCRM succeeds to empower this rural, rank-and-file mass of persons, comprising the largest segment of 
Moldovan society. By contrast, liberal-opposition party leaders see Moldova’s future as a “cultured, European country,” bound up with things Romanian (to varying 
degrees). In an interview with one major liberal-opposition party leader, it occurred to me that this politician believes Moldovans can only be cultured and European 
by speaking and acting Romanian. This politician thinks that persons who cannot or do not want to speak “correct” Romanian should be proud of how they speak. 
Citizens should strive to speak “correct” Romanian. However, this is where the PCRM gets it right with Moldova’s majority rural, rank-and-file citizenry. These 
persons want to feel proud of themselves, even if they can never learn literary Romanian.   
41 This can lead to insecurity in mingling with Euro-American structures. According to my data, among young ethnic Moldovans, where one was born (in capital or 
village/town), and where one attended university (in the cosmopolitan capital or another provincial city) seems to affect one’s confidence and savior faire in handling 
Euro-American enterprises and institutions, as I observed among a range of young, entry-level engineers at the French-conglomerate-run Rezina Cement Plant over 
the course of four years. Those engineers born, raised, and university-educated in the Moldovan capital (or in Romania) tend to be more cosmopolitan and confident 
around European managers (from Romanian to French and Austrian managers), and appear to rise up the career ladder faster than, say, their rural-born and provincial-
city educated engineer counterparts (for example, university educated in Bălți). The ladder social grouping tends to marry and have children quickly with local 
(Rezina), basic-educated young women, grounding the engineers in provincial Rezina. They rarely seek upward mobility to a better company job in Romania or 
Western Europe, unlike their more “cosmopolitan” engineer colleagues. Most interestingly, many in this latter social group seem to have Communist Party 
sympathies, based on confession (e.g. Rebecca, eu sunt communist!” – Rebecca, I am a communist! – after a few glasses of wine) or based on remarks of blame to the 
opposition for the political crisis.     
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considered “imperialistic,” as seen by many liberal opposition activists.) Rarely was this type 
of PCRM member involved in the (pro-Romanian) Popular Front nationalist movement of the 
1980s – unlike older-generation opposition members. Many are also inter-married or mixed-
ethnic themselves, precluding them from a hard-and-fast “Romanian” identification. 
“Moldovanness” is considered more tolerant and inclusive. They may or may not be highly 
integrated into a Euro-American work enterprise.  
 

(c) Ethnic Russian/Ukrainian and Russian-speaking constituency. It is also important to note that 
the PCRM is imagined as an ethnically and linguistically tolerant and inclusive party, 
particularly to Russians, Ukrainians, Bulgarians, and ethnic-Moldovan preferred Russian-
speakers.42 This is why the PCRM is the party that still overwhelmingly pulls the Russian-
speaker vote (even if this constituency is an aging, diminishing one, as some analysts argue.)    

    
Protecting the future of Moldova’s existence became a post-April 7 rallying cry of the PCRM, as 
evidenced in programs like the PCRM’s government mandate, in the words of PCRM Prime 
Minister Zinaidia Greceanii: “[The program’s] main role is to keep the Republic of Moldova on 
the map of the world” (Info-Prim Neo, June 10, 2009, p. 1).43 Rezina PCRM members echoed 
this in making their case that politics should be about putting the common, collective interest of 
the Moldovan state and culture first, ensuring the future continuation of both. Politics should not 
be about personal (read: selfish) wishes and ambitions. PCRM members contrast their 
“selflessness” to the young generation’s “egocentric” voting for the opposition (“for parties like 
Chirtoacă’s”), out of youth self-interest for EU/Romanian citizenship to travel, study, and work in 
Europe. Thus, in the Communist imagination, the equation follows: PCRM=altruism and liberal 
opposition=selfishness. A good number of my rank-and-file Moldovan informants in Rezina are 
convinced of this superficial binary.     
     
The PCRM’s unspoken, uniting ideology of “unselfishly protecting Moldova” in a way justified, 
in the minds of Communist members, I believe, the PCRM’s harsh police and media clamp-
downs against the opposition and its followers. It rationalized PCRM regime-capture of public 
organs and institutions for party-specific purposes, like employing village police to scare away 
villagers from attending (open question-and-answer) opposition meetings with major national 
politicians, or using public television channels for the PCRM’s campaign, while denying access 
to other parties. (I apparently witnessed the outcome of one such “police scare” during the 
electoral campaign in a small village deep in the Rezina raion.) According to Mansfield and 
Snyder 2007, state institutions should be beyond regime-capture, or at least, the relationship 
between regime and institutions should be made accountable through predictable government 
checks and balances, in a fully fledged and functioning democracy. This is why I characterize 
Moldova as a still developing democracy.  

        
Conclusion. To conclude, the clash of the two aroused fears – the PCRM’s “fear of loss of 
sovereignty/self-control” and the opposition’s “fear of loss of European/EU perspective” (fears felt to be 
real by average people) – during and after the protests, hardened already latent, burgeoning splits in 
society between an ethnic Moldovan youth and intelligentsia oriented towards Europe, and multi-ethnic 

                                                           

42 This inclusiveness might partly be because the “Moldovan” dialect/language includes a high inter-mixture of Russian words, just as the PCRM’s version of history 
recognizes that Moldovan history and culture was and continues to be tied to Russia. Such ideas give space to things Russian – attractive to minorities in a multi-
ethnic country.  
43 Also stated by PM Greceanii in relation to the governmental program: “[…] The perseverance with which this major achievement of our nation is lately attacked 
clearly determines the fundamental concern of the country’s [PCRM] government.” (Info-Prim Neo, June 10, 2009, p. 1). Similar language has been used by 
Moldova’s Minister of the Interior, Gheorghe Papuc, alerting policemen: “the country is in great danger” (“ţara este în mare pericol”), and warning that if the three 
liberal parties make it into power, they “will sell the country to Romania” (“o să vândă ţara României”). See Infotag, July 12, 2009.    
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masses oriented towards (and often materially reliant, or business/migrant-dependent on)44 a Russian/CIS 
orientation. Social-political action caused a bi-polar division between those oriented towards Romania 
and Europe and those Moldovan inward-looking and Russia/CIS oriented. For clarification, I do not 
consider the societal divisions to be about an ethnic identity or language problem, as local and foreign 
analysts have popularly described it. Rather, I consider it to be an issue of diverging, competing 
worldviews.45 This assessment mirrors how my rank-and-file Moldovan interlocutors see the problem, as 
one long-time informant intimates: “Society has split between those who are pro-Romania and those who 
are pro-Russia.”46  
 
Most interestingly, I discovered similar divisions four years ago during my initial PhD field research in 
2005-06. My fieldwork in a right-bank, FDI-owned cement plant found that pressures of 
“romanianization” created a sort of “tri-partite” social division within the factory (read below for more 
detail). My spring 2009 research conclusions about the societal impact of the April 5-7 Moldovan 
elections and protests mirror, almost exactly, social group divisions found in the cement plant several 
years ago, experiencing similar "romanianization" politics and pressures.47 It seems that when politicized 
“romanianization” strikes, it tends to create certain predictable splits in society. The difference is that 
today in society at large, and in the cement plant in particular, a bi-polar division is stronger than a tri-
partite one.48 Another difference is that in 2005-06, it was “romanianization” at the hands of foreign 
Euro-Romanian management's language policies, versus today in 2009, it is “romanianness” arising from 
political party and election politics. The notable difference between 2005-06 and 2009 is that the divisions 
appear to be hardening. This has implications for Moldovan-Transnistrian conflict settlement in that it 
substantiates my PhD dissertation finding that the social divide between the two regions is expanding and 
complicating – even if not precluding – prospects for the country’s future reintegration. 
 
To end with a rhetorical question, what does it mean for conflict resolution when there is a growing 
young generation of future citizens who are losing patience for all things Russian (prominent in 
Transnistria), and refuse to tolerate a “second-class” status for things Moldovan and especially Romanian, 
attitudes common across the river in Transnistria? In the words of one Moldovan engineer informant: 
“Russians over in Transnistria think we [Moldovans] are animals. They think they are better than us. Just 
see how they treat us Moldovans at the Transnistrian border.” Young persons like him believe 
Transnistria should: “‘go live with Russia’.” This generation is increasingly convinced that Moldova’s 
European development is more hindered than helped by secessionist Transnistria. It does not need 
Transnistria. Such attitudes challenge Moldova’s future reintegration.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           

44 Either via cyclical migrant labor or business interests. 
45 It is not just that the two worldviews are different, but that they are both in competition with each other. According to one influential political-business leader in 
separatist Transnistria: “[...] but the real cause of the riots was a combination of factors:  an overall systemic crisis of statehood, where the youth and intelligentsia are 
oriented toward Europe and have come to see Romania as the only way to enter Europe.” (Transnistrian business man, interview by Lyndon K. Allin, Tiraspol, June 
18, 2009).    
46 As our conversation revealed, this person understands Moldova’s divisions not to be between Moldovans and Slavs, nor between Romanian-speakers and Russian-
speakers. This is because she knows of many ethnic Moldovans who enjoy and even prefer Russian-speaking, while also leaning towards the opinion of Russian-
speakers/Slavs on what happened during April 5-7.   
47 This is what happened during April 5-7 and what happened during my 2005-06 fieldwork with Egrafal Ltd.’s romanian-language/management policies. So what I 
found during my 2005-06 PhD research has been reinforced and fine-tuned during this second research opportunity. The parallel findings will make my spring 2009 
research all the easier to integrate into my PhD dissertation findings for a 2010 manuscript project. 
48 This finding of mine admittedly needs more analysis. 
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II. 
The political crisis and identity/worldview divides: a case study from the transnational-corporate 
“Egrafal Ltd. Dojeni Cement Plant” (leading FDI plant in Moldova) 
 

 
“Egrafal Ltd. Dojeni Cement Plant” (Rezina 2006) main Administration Building. The plant is French-owned and Romanian-operated. Note the French flag (and 
elsewhere Romanian flag at entry-gate) fly alongside the Moldovan one. I did extended participant-observation in this factory in 2006-07. Photograph by author. 

 
My research set out to examine whether there is any connection between shifting social identities, 
discovered during my PhD fieldwork, and political preferences in Moldova, in the context of the French-
owned, Romanian-operated “Egrafal Ltd. Dojeni Cement Plant” (pseudonym). The Dojeni Cement Plant 
was the last and largest cement plant built by the Soviets (established 1985). Nowadays it is Moldova’s 
leading foreign-financed plant, and, I believe, an important prototypical example of the impact of Euro-
American FDI on a post-socialist, still economically restructuring society, which will only experience 
increased FDI in the future. My study attempted to map out workers’ proclivities toward certain political 
parties and their platforms (e.g. pro-EU, pro-CIS), especially after undergoing Egrafal Ltd.’s 2005-08 
multi-million Euro campaign to “modernize” workers’ machines and mentalities according to Euro-
American models and standards. My research asked whether neoliberal industrial restructuring also 
restructured people’s political attitudes and self-identification, as my PhD findings suggested.    
 

(1) “Ethno-national” romanianness and West European orientation. Those young persons 
radicalized towards romanianness include a group of informants I have known since my 2005 
fieldwork. They are mostly male, white-collar employed, urban-dwelling, urban-born, Chișinău 
capital university-educated in the sciences, and mid-20s in age, all working 4-7 years for the 
French-owned, Romanian-operated “Egrafal Ltd. Dojeni Cement Plant” (pseudonym). Over the 
course of four years, they exhibited ever-growing Romanian sympathies and self-image (see 
chapter 3 of PhD dissertation), but never until post-April 7 did they start asserting “I am 
Romanian!” (Eu sunt român!) and begin out-and-out championing Moldova’s political union with 
Romania. This is well exemplified in the words of one young engineer, unabashedly intimating: 
“It is my dream […] that Moldova unite with Romania.” This Romanian self-ascribed 
identification has roots, my PhD dissertation argues, in TNC’s Egrafal’s (contentious) Romanian-
language and management reforms in 2005-06. 
 
These findings substantiate a constructivist, interactional, processual view of identity formation, 
in the vein of Brubaker 2004, Calhoun 1991 and Melucci 1995, who stress that collective self-
understanding and shared dispositions, no matter how fleeting or enduring, arise over time in 
relation to “others” via social-political action (Calhoun 1991) or “contestation,” the word I 
prefer.49 However, more theoretical and empirical work can be done to untangle the complicated 

                                                           

49 As such, identity is both a product of social or political action as well as the foundation for further action (for more see Brubaker 2004: 35). 
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relationship between practice, meaning, identification, and social location in understanding 
identity formation. Scholarly tension between social structure and social action must also be 
worked out.50  
 
I argue the latter, because, back during my PhD fieldwork, I found that “acquiring 
romanianness” (the practice of performing new Romanian-specific habits and dialect) was more 
about a new, solidifying white-collar, middle-class identity forming among previously blue-collar, 
Soviet-era workers and new factory-engineer recruits. In other words, acquiring and performing 
ethnic traits did not make one “ethnic.” Nevertheless, today for the latter group, romanianness 
seems to be taking on ethno-national meaning – bound-up with a West European lifeworld 
preference. The young generation sees “Europe” acquirable only via Romanian culture. (See 
below for comparison with middle-aged and older generations.)  
 
Most notably, Romanianness’ solidification across multiple relations and spaces appeared to 
happen only after April 2007. For I noticed among this educated, multi-lingual cohort, from the 
period before the elections and protests to several months afterwards, gradually less Russian-
speaking and more Romanian-dialect-speaking, including increased verbal attacks against all 
things Russian. Case in point, during my one-and-half-hour meeting in June 2009 with a male 
engineer and long-time friend/informant from the Dojeni Cement Plant, he kept ridiculing 
Russian culture and way of life, passing judgments like:  
 

“In Russia, they do not like to work. […] Russians spend their salaries all on alcohol.”51 “[…] The Russian 
business model has no future. Russian companies only put investment into equipment, but not into people [He 
cites Transnistria’s famed MMZ steel plant and cement plant as examples. Both are Russian Federation-FDI-
owned.] […] They have no specialists. […] This is not the mentality of Russian business.”  

 
He juxtaposed Russian culture to “European” lifestyles and work patterns, as observed during 
Egrafal Ltd. business trips to Germany, Austria, France, and Romania. Interestingly, this 
Moldovan informant associates Romanian culture and work habits as closer in style to Western 
Europe than to similarly ex-socialist Russia. This same informant reprimanded me, “Rebecca, 
speak Romanian!,” when I accidently used a Russian phrase to say good-bye (“do zavtra” – see 
you tomorrow), having spent most of my day Russian-speaking across the river in Transnistria. A 
year ago this young, male engineer commonly used such Russian words and occasionally spent 
relaxation time Transnistria. Now things Russian and Transnistria are mocked. Break-away 
Transnistria is derided as “a foreign country”: 
 

“Is it warmer over there, Rebecca? It’s a different country, right?! […] What are your impressions over there in 
another country?,” two young Moldovan engineers ask me about my morning in Transnistria. One goes on to 
opinionate: “The EU should cut off all exports from Transnistria and say ‘go live with Russia’,” and with sarcasm 
in his voice, “and see how it will be better over there [being a part of Russia].”  

 
This informant and his close colleagues, who once regularly conversed in Russian at work, and in 
Moldovan dialect (mixed with Russian words) during non-working leisure hours and in intimate, 
private spaces, began more frequently using Romanian-dialect (typically once reserved for work 
and in urban public spaces) now across multiples spaces and temporalities. This is empirically 
significant in that I believe it represents a hardening “new” identity formation of “romanianness” 
with an ethno-national nuance.52 

                                                           

50 Even Brubaker’s excellent theorization on identity (2004), seemingly influenced by Pierre Bourdieu, seems to have tensions between structure (which assumes a 
degree of “objective” social-structural group division) and social action.    
51 He cited Egrafal’s cement plant in Novosibirsk, Russia as an example of such, as learned from his manager/colleague, an Austrian, who once worked there.   
52 However, I recognize that identities are always multiple and non-fixed, and so the durability of these identities in the future remains to be seen.   
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Left: Group of young Moldovan engineers from Dojeni Cement Plant at trade union sports competition (September 2007). Right: Researcher with white-
collar cement plant employees outside of work (June 2006). Picnics are a favorite summer-time leisure activity among Moldovans. Photographs by the 
author.  
 

Egrafal Ltd.’s neoliberal industrial restructuring appears to have also impacted workers’ 
political attitudes and self-development. The French corporation has brought to the provincial, 
socialist-transitioning factory neoliberal market ideas like “a culture of performance” and 
“orientation towards the client.” Two young white-collar Dojeni Cement Plant employees – one 
of which was a long-time informant/friend – were on the electoral lists of their respective political 
parties (to enter parliament as deputies, depending on acquired mandates). One young informant 
from the Investment Department (aged late 20s, married with one child) was number 31 on the 
Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) list, while a similarly aged, slightly older informant from 
the Sales Department (married with children) was number 36 on the Liberal Party (PL) list.53 
[Note: neither is on his party list for the July 29 snap elections. Both recognize they need more 
local-level political experience before seeking national-level positions.] In interviews with both 
employees, they commented the following when asked about how their Egrafal work experience 
impacts their political ambitions:  
 

Egrafal helps workers to set goals and objectives […] Egrafal helps all employees work with focus. Moldovans 
are not so work organized. They can work for hours; they are hard-working, but they lack focus. 
 
Egrafal gave me a lot. I learned how to work better and to be more open. […] Not all workers understand this. 
Egrafal gave a lot. […] There is a hope that people will develop here. […] People want to go into [or join] Europe. 
I hope for change. 

 
It is important to note that the cement plant’s West-European owner is associated with 
the new, “modern” skills and attitudes they believe to have acquired, and, in reverse, 
“Moldovan” attitudes unlearned.  
 
Other notable interview comments include: 

 
I entered politics to change the life of people. You saw yourself how very little changes in the city [Rezina]. […] 
Where is the initiative of the city hall? (This informant has in mind to run for city council in the municipal 
elections in two years time.) 
 
It is my dream […] that Moldova unite with Romania (June 2009). 
 
I joined the Liberal Party because of leader Dorin Chirtoacă. He is with experience; he says what he does. He 
fights against the authorities, but he remains [or lasts]. […] Urechean and Filat were in power […] Mr. Diacov 
was enough years in parliament […] and with Braghis […] too old. I want something new (ceva nou)! […] We 
[PL] want to be in Europe! 

                                                           

53 This is out of 101 possible slots or parliamentary seats in the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova. While PL, and not PDM, made it into parliament, my PL 
factory informant was not high-enough on his party list to become a deputy in parliament, as his party did not win enough mandates. 
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(2) Moldovan national “localism” and pro-Russia/CIS orientation. In contrast, middle-aged and 

older white-collar employees at the Dojeni Cement Plant question Moldova’s European path, 
feeling a degree of security in the Russian and ex-Soviet/CIS orbit. Most are critical of the liberal 
opposition. These attitudes are well expressed in the words of two informants:  
 

Why do we want the EU? They have crisis over there. […] They will not embrace us with open arms. […] I hear 
life got worse in the countries of new EU member states, like Romania. […] We cannot move towards the EU and 
forget Russia. (Young university-educated, rural/village-born, white-collar employee connected to Ciment S.A.)    
 
Be quiet and close your mouth with those democrats!  
(Middle-aged, white-collar, female employee bellows red-faced at a young factory engineer/PDM member, as she 
storms out of third-floor factory kitchen, June 10, 2009.) 

 
This kind of thinking is shared by a large chunk of Moldovan society, seemingly irrespective of 
class position and ethnicity.  
 
For my middle-aged+ group of informants at the Dojeni Cement Plant (see photo below), their 
acquisition54 and present-day practice of “romanianness” (in dialect and mannerisms) is still only 
about a class identity,55 I would argue. There are no subjective (or self-ascribed) ethno-national 
elements to their observable practice of romanianness, unlike among the younger generation. For 
older white-collar Moldovans, romanianness simply represents a white-collar, middle-class 
lifestyle. Performing this life-cum-linguistic modality is important at work and in public, and as 
such the identification starts and stops in these spaces and temporalities. At home and in private, a 
localist-style “moldovanness” (in dialect and culturally specific practices), mixed with Russian-
speaking, is primary – something that is changing among the factory white-collar youth. So too is 
changing (slightly) the meaning of moldovanness among youth. It has long been about intimacy; 
a tie to kin, co-ethnic friends and patria (homeland). For the middle-aged+ generation, a 
“Romanian” urban-industrial identification does not replace, but co-exists alongside a localist-
rural “Moldovan” subjectivity, which informants situationally and aptly code-switch between. 
Rejecting an ethno-national Romanian subjectivity and West European orientation, interestingly, 
is in spite of frequent business travel to Romania and affluent EU countries.56 Originally, before 
the start of fieldwork, I had hypothesized that this factory social group’s new, ever-increasing 
exposure to Western Europe, via regular corporate-business travel abroad, would make them 
gradually more disposed to a European orientation – and potentially towards a pro-EU, liberal-
opposition political party during the April 2009 elections. I had presupposed that Egrafal Ltd.’s 
neoliberal industrial restructuring – a multi-million Euro modernization campaign (2005-08) – 
had also restructured people’s political attitudes (from the time of the 2005 to the 2009 
parliamentary elections), as it had altered ethno-linguistic self-identification. However, European 
business exposure did not. To my surprise, many informants from this white-collar, middle-aged 
category at the Dojeni Cement Plant voted PCRM (elsewhere I explain methodology behind 
knowledge of voting practices), or are openly critical of the liberal opposition, as participant-
observation of spontaneous political debates/discussion around the factory in June 2009 revealed. 
White-collar, middle-aged Moldovans’ “localist” voting practices and CIS lifeworld orientation 
make them have more in common with blue-collar ethnic Moldovans and ethnic 
Russian/Ukrainian workers, to my surprise, than with younger employees of the same ethnicity 
and social class. I believe the reason for their voting practices and lifeworld orientation is 

                                                           

54 I observed during my 2005-06 PhD fieldwork these informants taking on new “Romanian” characteristics, which they possessed little of at the start of my research. 
55 Class in the sense of Pierre Bourdieu, who takes into account material and social factors (e.g. social and cultural capital), unlike Marx’s pure economic materialism 
behind class formation. 
56 This segment of the population may also increasingly reject a Romanian identification in relation to the violent protests of April 7, associating all things Romanian 
with “wild animal behavior” or “uncivilized,” as I heard some say.  
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twofold: (1) current unstable, albeit positive class mobility, and (2) past social-vocational 
stability – owing to secure or high incorporation into Soviet power structures.  
 
Firstly, Moldova’s post-socialist class structure is unstable and still in formation. Labor insecurity 
is rife, as introduced by a fairly new market economy, and as experienced on-the-ground by 
Ciment S.A. employees, following Egrafal’s post-1999 “neoliberal” industrial restructuring. Still, 
the middle-class Administration Ciment S.A. employees in question have achieved a great deal of 
upwards social mobility in a relatively short period of time. Many of these white-collar 
Moldovans were blue-collar workers of yesterday. They quickly learned the language and habits 
needed to advance within Egrafal Ltd.  Nevertheless, informants like “manager Silvia” 
(pseudonym) are still trying to secure themselves in a new “middle-class” lifestyle. They have a 
deep fear of class dis-mobility. They have only recently remodeled their apartments – an 
important post-socialist economic class marker – and have high debts, including in financing their 
offsprings’ university education. Their remaining working years to secure their social status are 
numbered, including by (fears of) competition from incoming youth in Ciment S.A.’s cut-throat 
global factory environment. Insipient middle-class employees like “Silvia” worry she will lose all 
she has gained. Moldova’s mounting economic crisis – and lack of spring campaign discussion of 
it – only added to people’s economic insecurity:  
 

I would not have voted for the Communists two years ago, but I will now because of the economic 
crisis…because I am afraid. […] I have debts. […] I remodeled the bathroom on credit. […] I am afraid a new 
government will come without experience [mentions PL leader Chirtoacă], and we will return to the foame 
[translated literally “hunger,” but here meaning “a period of food shortages”]. […] Already I see it happening. 
Many elderly and young children died of the cold this year [notes not only because of gas crisis]. Their pensions 
don’t cover the rising costs of electricity and food. […] I trust the Communists will pay pensions and salaries […] 
I’m not sure about other parties. (Silvia’s sister, “Viorica,” aged apx. 32, university-educated, rural/village-born, 
white-collar employed in connection to Ciment S.A.)    

 
So Silvia and her family and colleagues want “stability” (stabilitatea) to make sure what they 
have earned and achieved will not be taken away.57 They fear “change” (schimbarea). For them, 
the PCRM’s eight years of relatively effective governance represents “stability.” Their opinions 
are “relative” in that they are in contrast to memories of Moldova’s past two governments under 
Presidents Luchinski and Snegur (both non-Communist), associated with food shortages and 
electricity cuts, as one informant indicates:58  
 

I have decided I will vote for the Communists. And the reason why is because I don’t want the foame [food 
shortages] of 1992. […] I remember the foame of 1992. It was under Luchinksi. I remember when there was 
nothing in the shops and not enough food on the table. [Other Rezina informants substantiate food shortages.]      
 

Unpleasant memories of non-Communist governments made the PCRM campaign slogan, “Vote 
stability!,” an effective motto in the psyche of many Moldovans; this is versus the PL opposition 
slogan, “Vote change!” [Note: The PL and PCRM parties represent two extreme poles on the 
political spectrum – “right” and “left” respectively.] Also expressly important to this middle-
aged+ generation is voting out of collective consideration – meaning voting “for the good of the 
country,” versus voting just for a party the “ego” wants. However, this is even if the “self” does 
play an unconscious, unrecognized role, I would argue.  
 

                                                           

57 For example, middle-aged, white-collar Ciment S.A. informants worry about losing hard-earned savings through currency devaluation policies or future-pension 
reductions at the hands of less-experienced opposition parties, if they should gain power. This justifies their PCRM preference. 
58 According to an older, former Moldovan deputy and historian: “Most Moldovans vote for the PCRM because they associate the opposition with persons like Snegur 
and Luchinski, under whom they have memory of cut-off electricity and little food. Average people’s memories associated with the PCRM are paid pensioners.” 
(However, rumor has it that pensions have been lowered this spring 2009 after the elections.) 
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In contrast, Ciment S.A.’s younger white-collar generation (falling between ages 22-32 years old) 
wants change. “I want something new (ceva nou)!,” one informant emphasizes. It is Moldova’s 
first generation to come of age after the fall of communism. It is “riskier” and more 
individualistic thinking in its politics. “This is my party,” is how one engineer proudly announced 
his official membership in the PDM party. (Note: this is before PDM’s June 2009 revival.) “It is 
full of experts,” is why he chose the party, mirroring his own vocational values of “expertise and 
specialty.”59 (Both of which are important discursive tropes within trans-national Egrafal Ltd. 
management.) Young white-collar employees like him, differently than older colleagues, have 
less (or no) household investments, private pension savings, major debts, or family members to 
care for. Most in this category are unmarried and without children. This generation has plenty 
more earning years and can more easily re-tool skills and seek alternative employment if laid-off 
from TNC Egrafal. It aspires to be “middle-class,” but has time to achieve it. Such socio-
economic structural factors appear to contribute to young, white-collar voters’ willingness to risk 
voting for less-experienced liberal-opposition parties (e.g. PL and PLDM).60 Less essential to this 
generation is “the good of the collective” – arguably an “outdated” socialist-era idea – and more 
important is individual self-representation. Educated, urban/cosmopolitan youth choose parties 
that best represent their subjectivity – who they think they are, and who they wish to be.                  

Secondly, history and memory also seems to influence voting behavior and lifeworld preferences 
among white-collar, middle-aged Moldovans at Ciment S.A., for whom a localist “national” (but 
not necessarily “ethnic”) Moldovan identification and pro-Russia/CIS orientation is cementing 
(vis-à-vis ethno-national romanianness). Many employees in this category experienced relatively 
high incorporation/advancement within the Soviet system vis-à-vis other co-ethnics. Some were 
even ex-apparatchiks. Very few had family deported to Siberia after the Second World War. (This 
is contrary to Moldova’s intelligentsia, most of whom had family deportees. Moldova’s 
intellectuals are overwhelmingly Romanian-disposed and pro-opposition).61 

 
My Rezina fieldwork host family in cemetery during the Moldovan holiday Paștele Blajinilor (Easter of dearly-departed ones) to natal village of female 
factory informant (center-right, April 2006). Two in the photo are employed by the Dojeni Cement Plant, while two others do contract-related work.  
 

(b) Also provoked towards a localist Moldovan “national” identification and pro-Russia/CIS 
orientation, in reaction to the political crisis and “romanianization,” were numbers of middle-

                                                           

59 Interestingly, this same engineer believes these very values of “expertise and specialty” are missing in Russian culture, including across the river in Transnistria’s 
competing heavy industrial plants. 
60 There are also older persons at Ciment S.A. with enough wealth and stability to risk voting for a “new party” like PLDM or PL. This would be someone like the 
current “Director of Factory Operations.” 
61 Explaining voting behavior or party preference: Even middle-aged, white-collar employed ethnic Moldovans who are highly exposed to a European/cosmopolitan 
lifeworld choose a more localist Moldovan and Russian/CIS worldview owing to their current unstable class position, and to their formerly high 
incorporation/advancement within the Soviet system. This finding has had significance for my wider research project in that it has convinced me that I must take 
personal/family historical experience and memories into greater account in my wider research project, as well as personal incorporation into the “neoliberal,” West 
European present. Generation also must be more at the forefront of my analysis. 
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aged+ blue-collar and mixed-generation rural-born/dwelling ethnic Moldovans from Ciment S.A. 
This is the PCRM’s electoral base.62 

(c) Similar to middle-aged+ blue-collar and white-collar workers were (multi-class) ethnic 
Russians/Moldovans and ethnic Moldovan preferred Russian speakers, inflamed towards a pro-
Russian/CIS orientation, and somewhat towards Moldovan “localism” after April 7. This 
“Russian” category of persons was the most frightened by “romanianization.” However, it is 
important to note that fears of “romanianization” and heightened “russianness” nationalist 
sentiment was felt most strongly in the capital Chișinău, where the post-electoral protests mainly 
happened and inter-ethnic mixture and confrontation is the highest. Nationalist sentiment among 
Russians was weak or almost non-existent in outlying provincial towns, like Rezina. That aside, I 
found during extended research that “Russians,” interestingly, defend their national (read: not 
ethnic) tie to Moldova based on their (sacrificial) work, inter-marriage, birth, or offsprings’ birth 
on Moldovan soil. They consider themselves “local” to Moldova. They do not think the identity 
category of “Moldovan” should mean only “ethnic Moldovan,” but also include an ethnically 
inclusive civic-citizen orientation. “Russians” consider the PCRM party best promotes this idea 
(runner-up parties are Tarlev’s UCM and Patria-Rodina). 

 
Researcher with ethnic Russian laboratory employees at Dojeni Cement Plant for tea-time (June 2006). One woman was born, raised, and currently lives 
across the river in Rybnitsa, Transnistria. She commutes to/from Transnistria every day to work. Note that ethnic Russians/Ukrainians represent an older, 
middle-aged+ generation at the factory.  
 

The fact that the above three social groups are all oriented towards Moldovan localism and a Russian/CIS 
orientation (to varying degrees) – and crisscross ethnic and class lines, as well as most persons in all three 
groups have an ability to speak Russian (to different extents) – suggests that the main, post-April 7 social 
divide in Moldovan society is neither ethnic nor linguistic, as assumed by many local and foreign analysts 
and practitioners. Rather, the schism is fundamentally about a disagreement over lifeworld orientation, I 
propose.63    

Theoretical contribution to thinking on identity formation. These empirical fieldwork findings from 
Moldova are potentially significant in terms of theory, because I would like to build on models of identity 
formation that privilege social practice and meaning, adding to them a concern for space, temporality, and 

                                                           

62 Unfortunately, I had limited time available to spend with this segment of workers during my spring 2009 fieldwork visits to the Dojeni Cement Plant, so I cannot 
give lengthy detail. I spent more time with this category of persons outside of work settings.  
63 However, matching dispositions does not mean that “anti-opposition” ethnic Moldovans and Russians/Ukrainians were side-by-side in support and collectively 
organized in “anti-protests.” What observable (collective action) “groupness” happened among these persons fell more along ethnic lines (mostly among Russian-
speakers), even if dispositions were shared cross-ethnically.  
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relationality, at the level of the social actor and group, while bearing in mind social-structural constraints. 
In other words, I want to see self-understandings and connectedness as constituted through structurally 
constrained social practice (versus via only narrative, Somers 1994) and its ever-changing meaning, and 
like Somers, formed in relational settings – as well as in spatial, temporal ones, I would add. How do we 
know when “identity” changes? How do we account for changes in identification?64 Why are some social 
practices (e.g. language/dialect-speaking) and identifications “ethnic” for some persons and about “class” 
for others? The answer, I believe, lies in different social practices and their meanings being importantly 
associated with different spaces, temporalities, and relationships, a theoretical idea only vaguely spelled 
out and empirically demonstrated by other scholars (for review of scholarly literature see Brubaker 2004 
and Eriksen 2002). This is what makes identity “situational” or negotiated (Leach 1954, Park 1950 
forerunners). Social-cultural anthropologists have long showed how people can behave as “tribal” 
(Mitchell 1966) or “ethnic/rural” in some settings and “urban” or “russified/non-ethnic” in other settings. 
People can over and under-communicate their many, multiple identities in varying settings (see Eriksen 
2002: 29-30) – like, for example, ethnic Moldovans in Transnistria undercommunicate their ethnic 
identity (via language practice) and over-communicate their “russification” in public settings, in order to 
present themselves as “urban, cultured, and Slavic-leaning” (in other words, properly “Transnistrian.”) 
However, the situationality or relativity of identity is limited as an explanatory tool in instances when one 
“bundle of practices-meanings” (an “identification”) becomes consciously salient over another across 
multiple spaces and situations. Situationality is equally difficult as a concept when new identifications 
(practices/meanings) appear to last beyond the ephemeral. These are cases when practices associated with 
one particular space/time/relational-group begin to transcend into another space/time/relational-group, 
which previously had its own arrangement of social practices. This “fixating of identity” (even if fleeting) 
tends to happen when labor, state and/or domestic politics (or “contestation,” I prefer) makes one 
identification central to all others (see Gregory 1998) – as I believe happened during Moldova’s political 
crisis. Hence, I wish to make the preliminary argument that social identities transform when social 
practices and meanings associated with particular spatial/temporal/relational configurations, change 
and begin to traverse spaces/times/relations, even if only temporarily. Extended ethnographic participant-
observation captures best this change, difficult to document with other research methods. 
 
Other Research Findings & Conclusions: 

• Party-system formation through political crisis:  Crisis is constitutive. April 5-7 seems to have had the 
unintentional side-effect of creating in people’s everyday imaginations and discourse a real sense of 
ideological political-party distinction. Before April 2009, rank-and-file Moldovans rarely, if ever, spoke of 
a “left” and “right,” let alone understood the difference. Now they do. Moldovans know “the right”  
(dreapta – or “center-right,” to be more accurate) is linked with (opposition) liberal parties, “the left” 
(stânga) with the Communists, and “the center” (centru) with social-democratic parties (or really “left of 
center”). Most average persons can name all four parties that entered parliament after April 5 (even if only 
by symbol – like “the sun” for AMN or “the oak tree” for PLDM), and can place each party ideologically.65 
The ability to make these distinctions represents real political learning, as few could do so four years ago 
after the 2005 parliamentary elections. This is even if the political field was different then (e.g. with multi-
party “blocs.”). However, it is important to note that the left-right distinction in people’s minds is not so 
much about a “left” versus “right” ideology and values per se. The left-right distinction is more about 
diverging senses of identity and worldview for Moldova. Still, I believe Moldova’s prolonged political 
crisis has contributed to the country’s party-system formation, even if more at the level of human idea than 
institutional development. 

                                                           

64 Also, how do we speak about identity change without falling into the trap of inadvertently describing fixity?   
65 Interestingly, one of my older informants from Rezina says that he is a PLDM member/leader because “[…] liberal democracy is more intelligent. […] Social-
democracy is about love, emotions and thinking with stomachs.” In reality, this informant joined and switched multiple parties. He moved parties from PNL to PLDM 
more recently (since 2007), because, as rumors suggest, the latter, wealthier party agreed to pay off local Rezina campaign debts from PNL if members fused with 
PLDM. 
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The same could also be said of the political crisis in Transnistria. It shows that there is a degree of political 
pluralism and competition in the ex-autocratic, non-state entity. More specifically, the crisis has had the 
affect of making rank-and-file persons in Transnistria better understand the political system. Differently 
than four years ago during my PhD fieldwork, ordinary people now regularly know and speak about “the 
legislative branch” and “the executive branch/presidency” – recognizing the difference between the two. 
Persons also understand that Smirnov belongs to the executive branch, while the (Sheriff commercial-
conglomerate-backed) Obnovlenie Party/leader Shevchuk to the legislature. In the past persons confused 
the relationship between the two. People wrongly presumed that Smirnov and Sheriff are linked, when in 
fact each represents opposing parties and political-economic views of separatist Transnistria. Such changes 
in people’s thinking represent political learning.66  
 

• Misconstruing Moldova’s minority electorate – ethnic Russians/Ukrainians/Bulgarians versus Russian-
speakers:  “Russians will vote PCRM or stay at home,” one foreign political analyst (from NDI) and long-
time resident of Moldova told me. I disagree. Not only do other parties appeal (e.g. Tarlev’s UCM party), 
but also the typology “Russian” does not take into account the important social category of “Russian 
speakers.” These are ethnic Moldovans or mixed-ethnic persons who prefer Russian-speaking; many are 
inter-married. They ostensibly appear to be “Russians,” and indeed, their subjectivity and lifeworld outlook 
tends to be similar to that of ethnic Russians/Ukrainians. However, their attitudes are somewhat different. 
Non-ethnic Slav Russian-speakers are more fluid, fluctuating, and flexible in their voting preferences. So 
far no political party in Moldova recognizes this social category, nor strategizes how to reach it. 
 

• Voting behavior and self-evaluation:  How Moldovans answered the following questions affected, I 
believe, how they voted: Where was I socio-economically in the last parliamentary election 2005? Where 
am I socio-economically now in 2009? How stable is my current job? How much if any debt do I owe? 
How many years do I need to pay it off? What other major upcoming expenses do I have in my life (e.g. 
offsprings’ university education)? How many working years do I have left? Where do I want to be 
(realistically) in the following year/s? (E.g. Do I want to be studying, working and/or living in Romania or 
in an EU country?) How easily could I fit in elsewhere (based on unconscious social-structural factors like 
education, birthplace, social class)? 
 

• Cross-regional “politics”:  My research set out to investigate when and how do “politics” cross river 
banks, between rump Moldova and separatist Transnistria, like during elections. I was especially interested 
in learning about the numbers and types of persons in Transnistria who vote in Moldovan elections. My 
study found that the persons from Transnistria most motivated to vote are usually of Romanian/Moldovan 
nationalist disposition, often already engaged in highly “politicized” work. This includes the Romanian-
disposed contingent of “Romanian school” teachers in Transnistria. They regularly face harassment from 
separatist authorities, which keeps them in a politicized, “nationalized” state. Most Romanian school 
leaders in the region are members/activists in the Romanian-leaning PL party. So the only “politics” that 
cross the river is highly felt nationalism. Otherwise, peoples in Transnistria have only apathy or distaste for 
Moldovan politics; they consider all the parties corrupt and “the same,” as one interlocutor put it: “Why 
vote?! They are all the same.”67         
 

• Societal divisions:  I believe divisions always exist in society on the objective level. Rarely are they “felt” 
or recognized; typically they are unimportant to people. It is “contentious politics” that make divisions 
congeal and rise to the “subjective” (or felt) surface of the everyday. 
 

                                                           

66 In terms of how people view political parties, Obnovlenie seems to be the party associated with business, regional territory, and the future. Rarely if ever do party 
representatives harken back to the Transnistrian war past. Seldom do they bring up the nationalist language of “our Transnistrian people,” but rather stress the 
importance of the Transnistrian territory (krai). Smirnov and allies, on the other hand, stress more the past and protectionism. They re-activate Transnistrian war 
memories and promulgate belief in a discrete “Transnistrian people.”  
67 That said, evidence suggests that Vasile Tarlev’s party, UCM, had some success campaigning inside Transnistria, and that Russian-speakers/Slavs were attracted to 
UCM. 
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Moldovan society is becoming increasingly polarized post-April 7. However, the problem is not ethnicity, 
language, or generation, but “lifeworld orientation” – in which ethnicity, language, and generation are 
implicated in complex, interweaving ways. I argue this because ethnic, linguistic, class (+birth origin and 
rural/urban residency), and generational differences inform, but do not congruently “map onto” the 
societal divergences, as the first-half of this report attempted to show. 
 
My election-time study of Moldova’s Liberal Party (PL) represents one extreme pole of the “pro-
Romanian” and “pro-Russian” lifeworld orientation. PL-opposition-party “groupness” around the former 
orientation/category substantiates my PhD dissertation finding that the ever-increasing prevalence of a 
Romanian-disposed identification – developing at Ciment S.A. in 2005-06 – only further pulls right-bank 
Moldova away from Transnistria.        
 

• Implications of societal divisions for Moldova’s reintegration question:  The study set out to address the 
impact of Moldova’s April 2009 parliamentary elections and subsequent political crisis on conflict 
resolution efforts. After considerable research, I believe that there is a growing polarization between river 
banks. Cross-river relations are affected by a Romanian-disposed vector on the rise on the right-bank. This 
“pro-Romanian” electorate appears to be expanding, even if it is still only a minority of the population. 
However, the existence of growing numbers of out-spoken youth (“the next generation”) advocating 
Moldova’s union with Romania plays into Transnistrian fears, justifying its continued separatism. Average 
people of all ethnicities inside Transnistria fear Moldova’s integration into Romania; they have real 
trepidation over learning Latin-based Romanian. This is even if many right-bank Moldovans speak 
Russian.  
 
Still, to not write off the possibility of Moldovan-Transnistrian reintegration, there is a segment of the 
right-bank population who prefers (or only knows) Russian-speaking, and desires a pro-Russian 
orientation, similar to lifeworld preferences of most Transnistrians. This means that there are persons on 
both sides of the river who have much in common. They just need to learn about and interact with each 
other. Nevertheless, conflict settlement cannot progress until Moldova resolves its own internal problems. 
Moldova must firstly reintegrate its own society before it can attempt reintegration with its separatist 
region, Transnistria.68 
      

• Transnistrian political parties and membership:  In post-Soviet countries, and especially in democratically 
embryonic Transnistria, persons commonly vote for or take on the membership of the political party of 
their bosses/work superiors. This is also true in right-bank Moldova, although to a lesser degree. All parties 
in Transnistria promote Transnistrian difference and independence.  

• Transnistrian political crisis and theories of democratization and war/peace:  At the level of theory, I 
believe the Transnistrian political crisis speaks to theoretical ideas proposed by political scientists Edward 
D. Mansfield and Jack Snyder (2007). They distinguish two phases of democratization. The first phase is 
when a state is making the transition from an autocracy to a partially democratic regime. The second phase 
of democratization is when a regime acts “to adopt a system of unfettered political competition and full 
governmental accountability to a broad electorate” (ibid: 70). It is at the first stage that hostilities are most 
likely to break out. The reason being is that old elites threatened by the transition and wanting to retain 
power may still be capable of manipulating institutions and democratic procedures (e.g. elections, 
legislative bills) with nationalist, populist ideology, potentially igniting external/internal frictions and 
conflict. The institutions needed to hold accountable leaders and to regulate mass political participation are 
still very weak at this stage (2005: 69-70). This is when attempts at democratic-institutional reform can 
potentially become sources of division in society, as I believe happened with the Transnistrian political 
crisis (assuming aspects of the legislative bill proposals would have contributed to making regional 

                                                           

68 I attribute this important point to Nicu Popescu of the European Council on Foreign Relations. Moldova must also fight Transnistrian fictions and stereotypes that 
“undemocratic Moldova” cannot reintegrate with Transnistria. 
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institutions more accountable.) Democratic change must progress in a certain order and method, or it may 
be highjacked by older/out-going leaders threatened by change. 

In this way, the Transnistrian political crisis seems to substantiate the theory of Mansfield and Snyder 2007 
– that there are particular stages which must be followed in democratization.69 Otherwise, premature 
democratization increases elite division and populist nationalism, as it also tightens elite-capture of state 
institutions. It provokes the possibility of greater internal/external conflict, not lessens it. It is wrong to 
assume democratization automatically brings peace and stability. 

Even if the Transnistrian political crisis may at its base be about a successor to Smirnov’s throne, still I am 
more interested in the effect of the proposed bill, and subsequent political crisis, on Transnistrian 
institutions – especially towards making them potentially more citizen-accountable or beyond simple 
regime capture (or “democratic”).70   

• The “ethnic Ukrainian element” in Transnistria and conflict-settlement preferences:  My study attempted 
to add a concern for “the Ukrainian element” missing in most studies on Transnistria, including my own 
previously. The self-identified ethnic Ukrainians with whom I interacted, notably both local and foreign-
born (e.g. born in present-day or Soviet-era Ukraine), harbor no irredentist sympathies towards Ukraine. 
They do not see Transnistria possibly joining neighboring Ukraine. Neither do they out-and-out champion 
Transnistria’s independence, to the high degree persons did four years ago during my PhD fieldwork. This 
might have to do with the harsh realities of economic downturn, global financial crisis, limited incoming 
foreign aid, and Russia’s non-recognition of Transnistria after the Georgia conflict (unlike South Ossetia 
and Abkhazia). Still, most persons of all ethnicities (especially ethnic Slavs) resolutely refuse to entertain 
the idea of integrating with right-bank Moldova. Interesting, ethnic Ukrainians I spoke with said that they 
would prefer to join Russia over Ukraine. The reason being: “because Russia helps us!” (This refers to 
Russia’s recent 2009 generous packages of financial assistance.) In contrast, ethnic Ukrainians in 
Transnistria – a portion of which possess Ukrainian citizenship – do not see Ukraine offering major help or 
support to their region. However, even if joining Russia is a growing preference for “Transnistrians,” I 
observed that few know much about Russia-specific customs and holidays. Some even confess insecurity 
over not speaking “clean” Muscovite Russian. It is doubtful that they would be easy-to-integrate citizens 
into Russia – and unlikely, provocative option for conflict settlement anyways.    
 

• “Transnistrian” identity:  The identity is reinforced and re-legitimized during times of nationalism in right-
bank Moldova, as during the post-election protests. There exists a true sense of Transnistrian difference, 
but it is about a worldview of “russianness” – notably not unique to Transnistria. As previously discussed, 
adherence to a Russian-disposed lifeworld exists among significant segments of right-bank Moldova’s 
population, as it is also found in other CIS/former Soviet countries, like Ukraine, Belarus and Georgia. 
Thus, “Transnistrian difference” finds value only in relation to an “other” – rising “romanianness” on right-
bank Moldova. What is more, even the most loyal to, and in need of a Transnistrian identification – notably 
urban-industrial ethnic Moldovans who have forsaken language, kin, and customs for russianness (they are 
the ones who have undergone the greatest identity transformation to “Transnistrian” my PhD dissertation 
shows) – are likely to produce offspring who will re-engage “moldovanness” via right-bank education, 
work, inter-marriage, and possibly long-term settlement/relocation to the right-bank. The effect is to 
undercut the category “Transnistrian.” Massive em/migration also weakens identification with the category. 
All in all, I do believe in the post-war creation and existence of a “pro-national” category of 

                                                           

69 For starters, political parties must effectively mediate (or represent) citizen interests. Free media outlets must also be present. Such institutions need to be in place 
before democratic-style competition can truly represent citizen interests, versus simply elite interests. In Transnistria, this must start with the institution of political 
parties. Political parties must come to represent better citizen interests. This seemed to have been the problem with the Obnovlenie-proposed changes to the 
Transnistrian Constitution. The party wanted the changes for its own elite interests, without first educating its own party to support the changes. The party’s own 
members initially knew very little about the constitutional bill. In the end, the populist nationalism of Smirnov appears to have won-out in capturing state institutions 
and public interest in his support. This “political crisis” is evidence of a premature, pluralistically competitive move. Not enough state institutions function beyond the 
elite-capture of the Smirnov Administration.   
70 This is even if for Obnovlenie its bill was less citizen motivated and more about its own elite interests in taking institutions (e.g. Ministry of Interior) from the 
capture of Vice President Koroliov. Not activating citizens early is where Obnovlenie went wrong, because it did not introduce its (contentious) proposed bill on 
constitutional changes with its own party members first, to shore up base support. Citizens/party members must take part in the process of accountability.   
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“Transnistrian.” However, I believe wide-spread identification with this category is weak (see 
Chamberlain-Creangă 2006 for details). Association with the category even seems to be diminishing, from 
the time of my PhD fieldwork in Transnistria until present. With an export-oriented economy hard-hit by 
the global economic crisis, and amid ever-rising out-migration, I frankly doubt any separatist government’s 
ability to draw an enduring imagined community around the category “Transnistrian” for an extended 
period of time in the future.71 

Co-Curricular Activity during Fieldwork  
During my spring 2009 ACTR-ACCELS Title VIII-sponsored research grant, I had several informal 
meetings about my research with US Embassy Chișinău staff from the Political-Economic Section, two of 
which I already had a relationship with from when I was an intern/resident scholar in summer 2007, as an 
IREX Title VIII “Embassy Policy Specialist.” I also had opportunities to share and discuss my written 
research with EU Special Representative for the Republic of Moldova, Ambassador Kalman Mizsei, and 
with Senior Advisor to EU Secretary General Javier Solana, Pirkka Tapiola. The day prior to my arrival 
to Moldova (March 18), I was invited to participate in the formal briefing of British Ambassador-
designate to Moldova, Keith Shannon, at the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) with a 
dozen of senior political analysts from London, Chișinău, and Brussels. 

While in Moldova, I made a point to share my research with local scholars by participating in the 
Moldovan social-scientific forum, “Plural: An Interdisciplinary Forum of Debate and Analysis in Social 
Science” (April 11, 2009, Libraria 9 – see photo below).72 The forum promotes inter-disciplinary 
scholarly communication among Moldovan professors/academics from the social sciences. My lecture 
was based on the article, “We Want a Psychologist!: Minorities between Money and Soul in Moldova’s 
Global Factory” (also PhD dissertation chapter 5), which I am currently preparing to submit to a peer-
review journal special edition on post-collective labor. Feedback from the forum will aid its revision. 
 

 
My presentation and some participants from the Chișinău academic forum “Plural.” Photographs by Petru Negură 

 
Lastly, I was also invited to participate in the international conference, “Project Impact: Confidence-
building measures as a path to sustainable socioeconomic development in Moldova-Transdniestria” in 
Odessa, Ukraine (May 28-29, 2009), sponsored by the British Embassy Chișinău. The conference 
provided important opportunities to dialogue about my research with government, inter-governmental 
(e.g. OSCE, United Nations/I.O.M.) and NGO officials, as well as with local academics from Moldova, 
Transnistria, and Ukraine.        
 
                                                           

71 I would like to clarify that a difference of worldview is not the same as a civilizational difference. I do not believe there is a “civilizational” divide between 
Transnistria and right-bank Moldova. The latter word implies values and ideas that are changing and malleable, whereas “civilization” implies something more hard-
fast and fixed, which rarely is true of social life. 
72 For more information about my research presentation, see the website: http://forumplural.blogspot.com/2009/04/rebecca-chamberlain-minoritati-intre.html. 

http://forumplural.blogspot.com/2009/04/rebecca-chamberlain-minoritati-intre.html
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Plans for Research Presentations and Publications 
My immediate plan is to use my ACTR-ACCELS’ spring 2009 data and experiences in the following two 
panel presentations accepted for the 2009 41th National Convention of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS) in Boston, Massachusetts. (Both panels are scheduled for 
November 14, 2009):  

• Eurasian Frozen Conflicts and (Un)recognized States in Comparative Perspective: What’s Next? 
Accepted for 41th National Convention of the AAASS, November 12-15, 2008 in Boston, 
Massachusetts. Presenter. Inter-disciplinary co-panelists include:  Amb. Dr. William Hill, Lyndon 
Allin, Dr. Julie George, Dr. Angela Kachuyevski, Prof. Sergey Markedonov.   

• The Lives of Others: Surveillance, Research and Researchers in Eastern Europe since 1989. 
Accepted for 41th National Convention of the AAASS, November 12-15, 2008 in Boston, 
Massachusetts. Session Chair. Anthropology/sociology co-panelists include: Dr. Kristen 
Ghodsee, Prof. Gail Kligman, Dr. Aleksandra Milicevic, and Prof. Katherine Verdery. 

  
I also anticipate using spring 2009 research findings in an article about Moldovan-Transnistrian politics 
that I have been solicited to write for a special edition on Eurasian conflict for the peer-reviewed journal, 
Demokratizatsiya: The Journal of Post-Soviet Democratization. The article will be based on the 
presentation, “Cementing Secession: Transnational Big Business, Politics, and State-formation on 
Moldova’s Frozen War Front,” which I delivered, as one of 17 selected participants, at the 2008 Winter 
International Symposium, “Trans-border Politics in the Black Sea Rims.” March 5-6, 2009 at Hokkaido 
University, Sapporo, Japan. 
 
Meanwhile, I submitted the following chapter for publication this year (2009) in a book volume on 
nationalism and nation-building in Moldova. The book will be published in the Romanian language, 
making my work accessible to local academics and analysts in Moldova: 
  

• [English translation] “Cementing modernity and transforming ethno-national identity inside a 
global factory in post-Soviet Moldova.” In Petru Negură & Andrei Cuşco (eds), Intellectuals and 
nationalisms in Bessarabia and Transnistria. Bucharest: Curtea Veche. Forthcoming 2009.  

 
Suggestions for Future Research Agenda 
Migration and identity formation. My PhD dissertation chapter 6 argues that Moldovans’ migrant work 
experience abroad impacts their ethno-national identity formation. Gender is central. Moldovan female 
migrants – particularly those who migrate to Italy – tend to undergo the most “ethno-national” change in 
subjectivity during the migrant experience. This is as opposed to Moldovan male migrants, who mostly 
go to Russia/CIS countries (Moscow, St. Petersburg, Odessa); they work in ethnic-specific work groups, 
and engage in types of work that do not require learning new languages and interacting with other 
ethnicities (beyond what they are used to in Moldova.) My Odessa, Ukraine observations of Moldovan 
male migrants on a construction site support my hypothesis. 

Among mostly female Moldovans in Italy, there is (unsubstantiated) evidence that a significant number 
inter-marry or at least interact with migrants from Romania. This tendency is supposedly observable in 
the Italian town of Padova, just outside of Venice (according to a University of Padova Italian social-
cultural anthropologist). Padova, Italy is noteworthy because it is Moldovans' #8 migrant-destination city 
in the world, and the third most popular Italian city. (This after #1 Moscow, #2 Rome, and #7 Milan, 
according to I.O.M. 2007.) I would like to investigate whether there is in fact high Moldovan-Romanian 
inter-group interaction, and whether it inclines Moldovan migrants (like in Padova) towards a 
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"Romanian" self-image.73 This is significant for my dissertation which argues 
that work/factories/migration contribute to Moldova's identity divides, and to polarization of lifeworlds 
between right-bank Moldova and separatist Transnistria, potentially complicating conflict settlement. 

For a future study, I would like to propose to do 1-2 months of fieldwork within these Moldovan migrant 
communities, working and living among migrants, in Padova (Italy) and Moscow (Russia) for 
ethnographic comparison of how differing work/social locations impact identity. 

Recommendations for the US Policy Community 
(1) Push EU for liberalization of visa regime for Moldovans. The European Union should permit 
Moldovan citizens’ visa-free travel in Schengen Agreement countries within the next 1-2 years. A 
realistic plan, as I envision it, would be a time-tabled track of 1-2 years (not sooner), during which time 
the Moldovan government makes progressive, timely structural changes in developing the country’s rule 
of law, respect for human rights, and a genuine, socially-oriented market economy. (This would include 
adding implementation oversight mechanisms needed to ensure new rules and regulations are not just 
made, but put into practice.) This is in exchange for EU promises of visa-free travel in its Schengen 
space.74 For this to happen, though, Moldova must first improve its contentious relationship with 
Romania, which could be better mediated by the EU. Providing Moldova with a scheduled track for visa 
liberalization would, I believe, help unite a divided society, by providing something the majority of all 
persons in Moldovan society desire – free movement westwards of the Prut River – irrespective of 
ethnicity, generation, class, or language preference. EU visa liberalization could also attract significant 
numbers of persons in Transnistria towards Moldova, thus encouraging, grassroots and upwards, 
Moldovan-Transnistrian reintegration. Moreover, such a policy strategy could douse the flame of “pro-
Romanian” unification talk, as I found that significant numbers of young persons support unification with 
Romania only so as to travel, work, and study in the European Union. Not all youth want to join Romania 
out of deeply felt nationalist sentiment.75 (This is perhaps true for Ciment S.A. young engineer informants 
mentioned earlier; only time will tell.) Overall, visa liberalization will help unite Moldovan society, as 
well as possibly bring together divided river banks. The EU must prove itself to be a decisive, tough actor 
on its eastern border. American policy-makers can do a lot to direct and propel EU decision-making.          

(2) Encourage Euro-American FDI in secessionist Transnistria with joint-guarantor commission. 
Transnistria is dominated by Russian Federation foreign direct investment (FDI). On the macro-level, this 
contributes to Russia’s de facto control over the region, as well as at the micro-level, it impacts person’s 
mentalities and lifeworld dispositions. I firmly believe everyday people can be exposed to new 
worldviews through Euro-American FDI, as my PhD research in a leading French conglomerate in 
Moldova shows. Euro-American FDI in Transnistria thus could have social-political, as well as economic 
value. However, Transnistria’s unrecognized, unstable status and the Moldovan government’s refusal to 
recognize post-Soviet privatization deals in its separatist region discourages major Euro-American 
investors. In order to circumvent and manage this, I suggest the creation of a special commission for 

                                                           

73 A romanianist proclivity among Padova Moldovan migrants seems true, as online news show their "Bastina" Moldovan cultural association in Padova inviting 
PLDM (liberal-opposition) political party activists. I need to try to understand why - if it is really due to Moldovans' high interaction/intermarriage with Romanians, 
or Padova Moldovans already had these pro-Romanian sensitivities back home in Moldova (and moved to Padova because of kin links). If it is the latter, how does the 
migrant experience challenge or buttress a pre-existing romanianist identification or outlook? Such a study could be timely with new, upcoming Moldovan 
parliamentary elections, as some evidence suggests that Moldovan migrants in Italy/EU countries are quite politically organized and opinionated. 
74 As a side note, I noticed the positive social-economic impact that the same travel liberalization had on Romania, Moldova’s neighbor. In the case of Moldova, 
migrants will be able to move between Moldova and “Europe” easier, encouraging a faster flow of European ideas and values into Moldova, as well as increased 
migrant-earned capital to start new small businesses. It is important to bear in mind that most Moldovans who wanted to leave the country have already left, so I doubt 
EU visa liberalization will empty Moldova of its citizens.  
75 Rather, in the aftermath of the April 7 protests, many young Moldovans took on nationalist Romanian sentiment in the face of anger and helplessness, as they feared 
possible arrest and imprisonment. 
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Transnistrian investment, involving bodies like the EU and EBRD (and possibly the World Bank/IMF), 
together with government representatives from both river banks. The commission’s goal would be to 
monitor and guarantee FDI property rights in secessionist Transnistria. This could encourage Euro-
American investment in the region, as well as balance out overly dominant Russian capital and finance.  

Ukraine’s increased investment in Transnistria also would not be disadvantageous. It could help Kiev 
better define its role and stake in Transnistrian negotiations, as a permanent member of the 5+2 
negotiating group. My impression of Ukraine is that while it is a formal “stakeholder,” it does not yet 
know or effectively push forward is own “stakes” in conflict settlement. 

Supporting Transnistria’s economic development is important for reintegration. While more longitudinal 
sociological studies need to be conducted, ever increasing economic decline and out-migration could 
empty Transnistria’s territory, leaving behind weak, local-born leaders and a rural/provincial, lowly 
educated, older (fifty-something plus), populist-prone population – and cause an involution in social 
system and state-institutional structures. This scenario would actually be more problematic in the long-run 
for Moldovan-Transnistrian reintegration. For Transnistria would be an elite-captured enclave, controlled 
by fiefdoms and rife in ever-increasing crime and smuggling – making the prospects for reintegration all 
the more dismal. 
      
Now more than ever Transnistria is ready for outside foreign investment. The region’s export-oriented 
economy has been hard-hit by the global economic crisis. This gives affluent, potential Euro-American 
investors influence and bargaining-power in the region. 
 
(3) Support cross-regional institution-building. The possibility of reintegration must start with inter-
connecting social, political and economic institutions from both river banks. This can be done as the US 
government and European Union support democratic institution-building throughout Moldova. While I 
agree with the accepted Euro-Atlantic stance that democratization in Transnistria cannot happen in a 
vacuum, this does not mean that democracy-building should not happen. For weak institutions only 
contribute to a corrupt, populist, elite-captured region. The key is to build the capacity of Transnistrian 
institutions in ways that link those institutions to right-bank Moldova. More thought and analysis can be 
given to how to inter-connect parallel institutions between regions.76 

On a related note, political contestations have important institutional implications. Policymakers must 
examine not just the power-broking of individuals and their in-fighting, but also the institutional side 
effects of contestation. 

(4) Endorse initiatives of cross-regional youth political-party engagement. Encourage youth wings of 
political parties from both river banks to engage each other on common, non-politically contentious, 
social-actions programs. To give one concrete example, there could be a designated “green day” of Nistru 
River litter-cleaning on respective sides of Rezina and Rybnitsa, involving members of youth-party 
branches, like, say, from Obnovlenie (Transnistria) and from PDM (right-bank Moldova). The eventual 
goal would be for youth party activists to meet and interact with each other to break down stereotypes. 

                                                           

76 Political parties in Transnistria still represent elite business/power interests more than everyday citizen desires. Party initiatives for change come top-down, with the 
expectation that members will rubber-stamp them. Still, there is evidence that this is gradually changing. More research can be done to substantiate such changes. If 
true, consideration should be given to supporting factions that encourage decoupling regime-capture from state institutions, when other political factions seek to hold 
onto control. Most persons in places like secessionist Transnistria long for more “democracy” in their region.   
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This is even if the parties’ adult leadership is not ready to meet. The idea is to start with the youth – the 
next generation of leaders. 
 
(5) Foster inter-regional parliamentary dialogue. Leaders in Transnistria need to come to imagine 
themselves as future leaders on the right-bank, and vice versa, for reintegration to happen. To this end, 
more inter-deputy exchanges between the Moldovan and Transnistrian parliaments could take place, 
starting with the creation of a special parliamentary committee for “inter-regional” dialogue. 
 
(6) Solicit more research on a special status for Transnistria.  A peaceful, lasting solution, without the 
danger of conflict relapses, is most likely in a format giving Transnistria a “special status” and control 
over its political-economic affairs. A federalized Moldova under a Kozak-type arrangement would not 
necessarily do this. This is not to say that another federal or possible confederal arrangement could not be 
sustainable. In contrast, a broad-autonomy arrangement would need to prove that it can be better 
organized and provide more self-governing capacities for Transnistria, than what has existed for 
Gagauzia, which a decade-on is still working out its autonomous status with Chisinau central authorities. 
Nowadays there is talk of assymetrical federalization being the best option, which would include giving 
equal autonomous governing status to Transnistria and Gagauzia. However, more research must be done 
on this model of reintegration in order to assess its feasibility and to devise effective policies to arrive at 
this type of settlement. 
 
(7) Re-strategize on confidence-building measures and track-two diplomacy. One way to manage left and 
right-bank “difference” and to move towards reintegration is through confidence-building programs. 
Local-level confidence-building measures (like a joint road-building project) can have the effect of giving 
left-bank persons a picture of life connected to right-bank Moldova. However, what confidence-building 
measures (CBMs) have taken place barely get off the ground or fail. More attention needs to be given to 
designing and implementing CBMs in ways that require, utilize, and legitimize cross-regional institution-
sharing arrangements. 
 
Also important to bear in mind is that average persons on respective river banks need, more than trust and 
confidence, simple exposure to one another. It is surprising the numbers of persons who rarely or never 
travel to the other side of the river (or have not done so for more than a decade.) The groups of people 
who regularly traverse regions are low-level traders, petty entrepreneurs, and middle-range village/town 
leaders. High-level elites rarely cross over. This is the segment of the population most in need of trust-
building and CBMs. However, this is not the sole answer to resolving the stalemated settlement. Both top-
down (like CBMs between political/business elites) and bottom-up strategies are needed. Average persons 
are more in need of simple everyday interactions and semi-formal exchanges with each other. Towards 
this end, increased foreign and local aid can be put into track-two (citizen) diplomacy efforts, initiated by 
local NGOs. 
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